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Buying and selling stuff at

FIREWOOD PARRA

Valencia province ablaze

Be ready for Winter 2010-2011
Buy the logs now
Tel 962246486 696320315
www.lenasparra.com

FORMER UK MARSHALLS
REGISTERED CONTRACTOR

All aspects of building work and
hard landscaping
Certificates & Portfolio availbale

Tel Gary 962728195

678946301

The Magpies Is under new ownership.

David & Carol Welcome
New & Old Customers
See main advert on page 9

Primark opens two more stores in Spain
expat insurance agency

See our advert on page 3

PRIMARK opened for the
first time in Castellón on
Friday – the 17th branch
in Spain and the second in
the Comunidad Valenciana after the one in Elche’s
L’Aljub shopping centre.
In addition to Castellón and Elche, the Irish
budget clothing chain has
stores in Madrid, Murcia, A Coruña, Asturias,

Zaragoza, Jerez, Algeciras
and Barcelona.
Created in Dublin in 1969,
Primark chose Spain as
its first destination when
it decided to go global in
2006 after first winning
the hearts of customers
all over Ireland and the
UK.
It also has stores in Portugal, Holland, Germany and

Carboot Rastro
Increase your chances of winning a
share of Euromillions jackpot by

El Vergel Safari Park

www.traderlotto.com

until the end of Septmber

3.600%

vinocamino.com
great wines, great prices
Trader special offer!

Tel 977 426 419

Belgium, and employs ove
30,000 people.
This year, it won the Shop
Design of the Year award
for its branch in Bristol
and Retailer of the Year in
the Retail Week Awards.
The new Castellón store,
in the La Salera shopping
centre, has created 153
new jobs.

Sheila’s popular Carboot has been
forcibly closed down as from the end of
September. Negotiations are in process
for a new location ready for October.
Plans include more Carboot days and
regular live music. Watch this space.

Call 630949816

FLAMES are licking almost every corner of the province of Valencia as forest fires that started early this
week continue to burn with a vengeance. Thought
to be the work of arsonists, the inferno sweeping
across the south of the province shows no signs of
abating and has led to smoke-clouded skies within
a 30-kilometre radius of each of the focal points of
the fires. The worst to date have been two fires that
started almost simultaneously in Bocairent and Ontinyent. All homes outside the main hub of the town
in Ontinyent were evacuated on Monday night, with
many people’s houses just inches from the flames.
The blaze looked set to destroy everything their occupants owned, but the wind changed in the early
hours of Tuesday morning, giving them a temporary
reprieve. Further south, Simat de la Valldigna has
turned into a raging inferno with a massive column
of smoke blocking out the sun, and even the flames
being visible from as far away as Oliva, at a distance of over 30 kilometres. Throughout the whole
of Gandia, the sky resembled a dark and stormy
night from mid-afternoon onwards on Tuesday due
to the sheer volume of smoke. Inland towns and villages between Gandia, Ontinyent and Alfafara are
literally surrounded by a wall of fire. Over 500 members of the military, as well as over 30 helicopters
and hydroplanes from as far away as Castilla-La
Mancha, Murcia and Catalunya have been brought
in to bring the flames under control. Emergency
services have been working tirelessly and putting
their lives at risk since Monday, and at the time
of going to press the flames continued to sweep
across the province.
Report & Photo By Samantha Kett

BRI T I S H OPEN ALL YEAR
OWNED C AMPING
BAR
R E S TAU R A N T

Every Saturday

www.myvalencianhome.com

Email: myvalencianhome@yahoo.co.uk
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Authorised Dealer

www.thetraderonline.es
Want to save Money? See page 2

FREE!

OP E N T O
PUBLIC

PITCHES FROM 2000€ A YEAR

3 MONTH SPECIAL 795€. FISH
www.campingalegria.com
&
info@campingalegria.com CHIPS

CTRA.N-340 KM.1046
12580 BENICARLO
CASTELLON

Tel 964470871

KARAOKE

etc...

Tel 962 728 066, Mobile 637 185 746. Spanish: 663 562 877 .

Ref 4024, in Villar del Arzobispo, Three spacious bedrooms, one Lounge, one big Kitchen, new
fitted in bathroom, Terrace, Pool. Full solar system & generator, Big water Deposit.Beautiful
views, ready to move in. 2772 plot, 105m2 Living Space. .............................Price 99,950€
Ref 4069, in Casinos .Two bedrooms , one Bathroom, Lounge with fireplace, Kitchen, Paellero,
Garage. Easy to fit a swimming pool in. Solar system and generator backup, and very large
water deposit. Plot size is 2,286m2, Living space 85m2. ...............
Price: 89,000€
Ref 3968, in Pedralba. Fully modernized, ready to move in villa. 3 double bedrooms, Kitchen ,
Lounge, 1 bathroom, terrace. 2500m2 plot and 110 m2 living space. Mains water, full solar
system & generator electric...................................................................... Price: 89,000euros
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LEADING SURGEON REVEALS HOW
VANESSA FELTZ’S
DECISION TO HAVE GASTRIC BAND SURGERY OVERSEAS
WAS ‘GREETED WITH DISMAY’ BY OBESITY SPECIALISTS
In an interview with
Jenni Murray and
Vanessa Feltz broadcast on BBC Radio
4’s Woman’s Hour,
a senior bariatric
(weight loss) surgeon
described how Feltz’s
decision to have her
gastric band surgery
overseas was greeted with utter dismay
by obesity specialists.
Mr David Kerrigan,
who advised the government on the NICE
obesity
guidelines
used today, said ‘a
collective
groan’
went up among the
UK’s leading bariatric
clinics after Vanessa
Feltz revealed that
she had travelled to
Belgium to have her
band fitted.
And he urged patients thinking of following her example
to proceed with extreme caution.
“Here in the UK,
leading bariatric clinics see a constant
stream of patients
who have had complications following
gastric band surgery
abroad,” he said. “In
most cases, these
could have been
avoided if only they
had received the
critical
aftercare
needed to ensure
they received not just
a good result, but a
safe one.
“Five or six years ago
there was a shortage
of well-trained gastric band surgeons
in the UK so many
patients opted to go
overseas for treatment. But these
days this is simply no
longer the case - we
have plenty of highly
skilled and experienced surgeons here

in Britain.
“The only potential
advantage of health
tourism is that, on the
face of it, surgery in
Europe would appear
to be a bit cheaper.
However, once the
cost of proper aftercare is added in, the
difference between
Europe and the UK
often amounts to
just a few hundred
pounds.
“What really worries
me is that people
who opt for cut price
surgery overseas are
often unaware of just
how important medically supervised aftercare is” he says.
“They rarely receive
the post-op support
that is so critical for
a safe and effective
outcome.
“This is particularly
vital with gastric
bands, which are not
a ‘magic cure’, but
simply a tool to aid
weight loss. Patients
need to be shown
how to use them
properly - and that
training needs constant support and
reinforcement if they
are to get a good,
safe result.”
As David Kerrigan
points out, buying a
gastric band without
proper follow-up is ‘a
bit like buying a new
Ferrari without an engine in it’. “It’s likely
to be an extremely
expensive and disappointing experience,”
he says.
“Patients who live in
the UK need to be
followed up in the
UK, preferably close
to where they live
and with instant access to the operating surgeon should

anything go wrong,”
he adds.
“10 to 15% of gastric
band patients will
eventually run into
problems that will
require further corrective surgery. You
need a team that is
willing to be there for
you 24/7 in the event
of an emergency, not
just flying in and out
of the country every
couple of weeks,” he
said.
“Sometimes
complications, such as
band slippage or
erosion, can set in
months - or even
years - after the operation is performed.
If picked up and
dealt with promptly,
most of these problems can be safely
treated by a bariatric surgeon without
the risk of losing the
band. Do you really
want to be hundreds
of miles and several
hours away from your
surgeon if anything
goes wrong?
“It’s a question of
being able to pick up
the phone and talk
to someone knowledgeable who can
put your mind at rest
when you’re not sure
that things are going
as they should, or get
you sorted out quickly without you having
to travel for hours to
see them if something goes wrong.
“What makes matters worse is that
many of those who
do run into trouble
after overseas band
treatment end up in
small private clinics
or their local NHS
A&E department being treated by nurses

and doctors who just
don’t have the specialist
knowledge
and training to deal
with them.
“By the time you
factor in aftercare
payments, for less
than £1000 patients
could get weight loss
surgery carried out
at some of the best
centres in the UK by
highly experienced
surgeons
offering
years of free unlimited follow-up close
to home at a medical clinic staffed 24
hours a day.”
Other
celebrities
who have travelled
abroad for gastric
band surgery include
Anne Diamond, who
had a gastric band
fitted in Belgium.
She described her
surgery as an ‘unedifying failure’ because no arrangements had been put
in place to provide
proper supervision
and band adjustments. To make matters worse, the band
had also been put in
the wrong place and
she later had to undergo a second gastric band operation
at a private clinic in
England.
David Kerrigan is
founder and medical
director of Gravitas,
a pioneering, world
class network of
committed doctors
and surgeons who
have helped train
many of the UK’s
bariatric (weight loss)
surgeons (www.gravitas-ltd.co.uk).
You can hear the full
interview here: www.
bbc.co.uk/iplayer/
console/b00t89g8
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The Euro Stress Tests

…

Back in July, 91 of Europe’s largest banks
were required to disclose how much government liability from European countries they
held on their balance sheets. Regulators
said the data showed banks’ total holdings
of that debt as of March 31st. At the time,
worries about the Banks’ government-debt
holdings were fanning fears about the health
of Europe’s banking system as a whole. Release of the bank data was considered the
main benefit of the stress tests, which were
widely criticized as being lenient overall, but
taken as showing that the exposures were
not as widespread and extreme as had been
feared. According to an article in today’s Wall
Street Journal, “An examination of the banks’
disclosures indicates that some banks didn’t
provide as comprehensive a picture of
their government-debt holdings as regulators claimed. Some banks excluded certain
bonds, and many reduced the sums to account for “short” positions they held—facts
that neither regulators nor most banks disclosed when the test results were published
in late July”.
Asian markets, starved of news or data input
following the US/Canadian Bank Holiday,
seized upon this article and dumped the
Euro - especially versus the Yen - on fears
that Eurozone Governments and Financial Institutions would accordingly find it difficult to
raise new and renew maturing funding with
doubts returning over the health of the region’s finance. The Yen was the favoured recipient on the lack of mention of the strength
of the currency in the statement from the
Bank of Japan which followed their decision to leave Japanese rates and QE levels
on hold. The Central Bank now seems more
confident of strong domestic growth, and the
expectation is that lower unemployment and
increasing inflationary pressures will prompt

the real results

the Bank to resume a hike in official rates
later this year. Also this morning, Australia’s
Labour Prime Minister, Julia Gillard, finally
secured the support of two key Independent
MPs which enable her to form a working Government with a majority of 2 over the opposition party.
All positive news for the currency going forward. Also this morning, the Reserve Bank
of Australia announced unchanged rates
for the Aussie Dollar, but signalled that it is
maintaining its tightening bias. Sterling has
picked up this morning following its ‘across
the board’ dip yesterday. Rumour had it that
the currency’s fall was on the back of a UK
Clearer buying Euro/Sterling as part of the
Government’s requirement to fund the European Agricultural Budget. This caused the
rate to rise up through the 100 day moving
average thus cementing the move in thin
market trading. Today however, the currency
bounced back assisted by the fall in the Euro
but more on strong retail sales data from the
British Retail Consortium which showed a
rise in sales volumes compared to the same
month last year. Talk of the demise of the UK
Consumer seems greatly exaggerated.
Today there is a raft of economic data globally but little of market importance other than
German factory orders. Expectations are for
another strong number - not as strong as last
month but still indicating year-on-year growth
exceeding 20%. A good question is whether
a strong German economy in isolation within
Europe, propagating a strong Euro, is actually beneficial for the region…..
report by Philip Ryan
The contents of this report are for information purposes
only. It is not intended as a recommendation to trade or a
solicitation for funds. Currencies Direct cannot be held responsible for any loss or damages arising from any action
taken following consideration of this information.

don’t get squeezed by the
banks on exchange

Contact your Valencian region
For money
office to find out the safe and easy
way to save money on your
transfers or
foreign exchange:
regular payments 965745471
overseas - enjoy & quote ‘Inland Trader’
or email: Quote Ref
our great rates! inlandtrader@currenciesdirect.com
A04113

www.currenciesdirect.com
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Mobile phone companies offer ‘poor service’ and ‘wrong information’
MOBILE phone operators persistently
give incorrect information to customers
and offer a poor service, says a leading
consumer association.
According to the OCU, some 12 per cent
of complaints it receives from the general public relate to telephone companies,
and 62 per cent of these concern mobile
phone firms.
For research purposes, staff at the OCU
called most of the main operators to ask
simple questions.
One of these related to the cost of 902
numbers and calls abroad from mobile
phones.
Yoigo, Vodafone, Euskaltel, Happy Móvil,
Orange and Movistar all gave conflicting
and confusing information, and some did
not know the answers.
They also had incorrect information

about internet coverage abroad via mobile phone from every single company
except for R-Móvil, and all companies
besides Yoigo gave the wrong, confusing
or simply no information about tariffs for
internet use abroad.
OCU also rang major operators, pretending to be a client who had lost his or her
PIN number.
Very few asked for any further information besides the customer’s name and
NIE or DNI number to check that they actually had the phone’s legal owner on the
telephone.
The consumer group says calls are not
answered from start to finish by the same
operator.
Customers who call have to go through a
long list of options, which leads to a second and then a third list.

Yoigo, Vodafone, Euskaltel, Happy Móvil, Orange and Movistar all gave conflicting
and confusing information, and some did not know the answers.

They are frequently passed to another
department if they have more than one
question.
In the case of some companies – such

as Orange, Carrefour, Simyo and Movistar – the OCU workers were unable to get
through as they were cut off after reaching the end of the list of options.

Apple opens stores RYANAIR has become Spain’s top airline Woman caught
after its passenger numbers increased after holding up
in Barcelona and
a bank with a
by 32 per cent this year.
Madrid
APPLE has opened its first-ever store in Barcelona, in the La Maquinista shopping centre.
It has a team of around 70 members of staff
and sells over 100 iPads, iPhones, Macs and
iPods, which customers can practice on before they buy.
Customers can also take part in practical
workshops and one-to-one tuition, and also
visit the so-called Genius Bar to gain free
technical assistance and assessment.
Throughout the year, Apple will offer free
courses for youngsters to learn how to create
their own films and music.
Some 150 million people have already visited Apple shops this year in 11 countries:

the UK, the USA, Italy, Spain, Australia,
Canada, Japan, China, Switzerland, Germany and France.
Another Apple shop is due to open in Madrid this Saturday.

With 12.34 million
customers, the Irish
cheap flight company
has surpassed state
airline Iberia by more
than half a million
passengers.
With average oneway ticket prices of
35 euros, travellers
will have saved a total of 2,500 million
euros by the end of
2010 through using
budget airlines rather than traditional
carriers.
Ryanair boss Michael

O’Leary predicts that
the company will
have transported 22
million passengers in
and out of Spain by
the end of this year.
Now that the airline
has opened up a
base in Málaga and
Barcelona – a city
that sees 400 flights
a week land and take
off from its main airport, El Prat – and
with Sevilla also on
the cards, the company is confident
that the Spanish

market will continue
to expand.
O’Leary has also
hinted at a return
to Valencia airport,
which is now only
running a reduced
schedule in contrast
to its previous twicedaily flights to London Stansted, Rome
Ciampino and other
European airports.
The airline boss
claims the cost of using Spanish airports
is some 68 per cent
higher than the Euro-

kitchen knife.

The accused, 35, burst into the unnamed
bank in Valencia carrying a rubbish bag and a
knife designed for slicing Serrano ham.
Brandishing the knife at the staff, she is reported to have shouted: “This is a hold-up!”
But she left the premises empty-handed when
employees refused to give her any money.
The day before, she is said to have pulled
the same stunt in the city’s Abastos district,
where a shopkeeper handed over the 85 euros in the till, fearing for his safety.
She was arrested this week on the C/ San
José de Calasanz in Valencia.
The accused is said to have an existing criminal record.

expat
i
nsurance agency
In your area, close to you

PRIVATE
PROPERTY

www.thewarehousespain.com

SALES in Spain

Great for buying and selling stuff
Take a look if your buying
Sellers try it out for Free

www.thespanishpropertyshop.com

pean average.
He also criticised
air-traffic
controllers, calling them
‘inefficient’, and was
quoted as saying:
“They sit on their fat
butts doing nothing
when they should be
working.
“And they get enormous and unjustifiable sums of money
to provide a service
that others could give
at half the price.”

Over 20 years of insurance experience
Friendly and professional service
Competitive and special rates
Excellent products
Our products ( available in English, German, Spanish)

Motorcar or Motorcycles
(Spanish & UK plated, maximum NCB )

Building and household protection
(all risk cover, accidental damages, etc)

•
•
•
•
•

Life Insurance
Golfers
Pet Plan
Shop/Office insurance
Pension Plans

•
•
•
•
•

Travel policy
Health cover
Civil liability
Pleasure boats
Mortgage Protection

Quick quotes without obligation

www.traderlotto.com

Call us for professional advise:
Karen: 667.054.853 (south)
Manuela: 687.798.572 (north)
Or send us an email: info.expatinsure@gmail.com
We will be pleased to assist you in English, German or Spanish
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Exchange rate risk
on repatriation

British people living in Spain assume that
Spanish banks operate in a similar way to the
UK. This is not the case.
In today’s current market place many people
looking to sell a Spanish property will have
had to reduce the price of their property to
be able to negotiate a sale. With all the associated costs and taxes that need to be
paid out, maximising the amount of pounds
sterling that you finally receive for your euros
is vital. Clients need to be aware of two important factors that can cost you dearly when
converting your euros into pounds and moving those funds out of Spain.
Spanish bank charges
Once your sale has been completed you will
receive a cheque from the Notary. Many
Spanish banks will charge a fee based on
the value of this cheque to accept and clear
the funds. They will then look to charge a further percentage fee to send your funds out
of Spain. To put this into perspective, on an
amount of 150,000€, you could incur costs
of up to 1,200€ just to clear your cheque and
transfer funds out of Spain. As most clients
close their accounts when they leave Spain,
there is little room for negotiation.
Exchange rate risk on repatriation
The agreed sale price of a property is often
based on the amount of pounds sterling that
the seller hopes to receive, according to the
exchange rate at that time. However, a Notary / completion date can take place some
weeks or even months after the contract of
sale has been signed. This means that sellers run the risk of the exchange rate moving
against them and thus reducing the amount
of pounds sterling that they receive. For example, with an exchange rate of 1.15, a sale
value of 150,000€ will give you £130,435.
Should this exchange rate rise to 1.18, a rise
of just 3 cents, this would give a return of
£127,118 – a loss of £3,317.
Moneycorp offers a range of service that allows clients to lock into favourable exchange
rates at the time of the signing of the contract, taking away the risk of the exchange
rate moving against them in the future. In
many cases we can also help to drastically
reduce the bank fees leading to even greater
savings. For more information on how Moneycorp can help you to save hundreds of euros
on your Spanish bank fees as well as helping
you get more pounds for your euros, contact
us on 902 887 243

EMAIL:

advertise@thetraderonline.es •

Tel 902733622

A TOTAL of 75 schools in the Comunidad Valenciana say they will increase
opening hours to help working parents and offer more tuition.
During the academic year that starts next
week, 38 schools in the province of Valencia, 21 in Alicante and 16 in Castellón will
take part in an experimental programme
that involves an extra hour’s class for infant and primary schools and two hours
for high schools and sixth forms.
The extra time will be used to give remedial and reinforcement classes, mainly in
core subjects, foreign languages, professional and vocational training, and subjects for Bachillerato (Spain’s answer to

A-levels).
For infant schools, the extra lessons will
involve additional tuition on reading and
writing, whilst primary schools will concentrate mainly on core subjects, music
and reading.
These extra hours could also be used to
give training on leading a healthier lifestyle, and on sporting activities.
The aim is to provide extra education for
children free of charge – a service that
many parents struggle to pay for in pri-

Day of the bike September 19th
VALENCIA’S Bicycle Day in aid of
UNICEF is expected
to be a huge success and a great
chance for people
to leave their cars
at home, enjoy the
fresh air and get
some exercise.
Taking place on
Sunday, September 19, to mark the
following Tuesday’s
World
Car-Free
Day, people from
Valencia and surrounding areas are
being encouraged
to get the whole
family out on two
wheels.
Starting at the El

Real bridge on the
Paseo de la Alameda – alongside the
river Turia gardens
– the bike rally is
expected to attract
around
10,000
people, just as it
has in previous
years.
The 10-kilometre
ride will be an excellent chance to
see the whole of
the city, including
taking a spin round
the Formula One
Grand Prix street
circuit.
Along with the nominal
registratoin
fee – which can
be paid at El Corte

Inglés in either Valencia or Castellón
– participants will
have the chance to
buy a UNICEF teddy bear. The cost
of the teddy bear
will be enough to
provide life-saving
vaccinations
for
22 children in the
third world.
In fact, all proceeds from the
event will go to
this cause, allowing the children’s
welfare arm of the
United Nations to
inoculate kids in
poorer countries
against illnesses
that, in the West,

have been largely
wiped out or can
easily be treated.
For third world children, even common
childhood
illnesses such as
mumps, chicken
pox and whooping cough can be
a death sentence
due to the lack of
proper medical facilities available,
poor nutrition and
living conditions,
and scarcity of
clean drinking water. Valencia’s Bicycle Day is now in
its third year.

Trader Classifieds
now online

vate academies – and to ensure they are
better educated all round.
It is also aimed at cutting the numbers of
pupils who leave school at 16 and do not
continue their formal education.
Evening and Saturday classes and Easter and summer schools in addition to
mainstream compulsory education are
extremely common in Spain, with the
majority of parents investing hundreds of
euros every month to send their children
to after-school classes.

Mortgages set to rise
as Euribor is on the up
AFTER 21 months of monthly mortgage repay-

ments consistently falling, they are beginning
to climb once again as the Euribor is starting
to rise. For this month, a variable-rate mortgage of 150,000 euros over a 25-year period
with an average rate of 0.8 per cent above the
Euribor will now be 651 euros a month rather
than 645 euros. And the Eurozone’s interest
rate is expected to continue to rise, with the
price of money remaining at one per cent for
the foreseeable future. Economists do not expect to see a recurrence of the historic lows
in interest rates between summer 2009 and
spring 2010, a sign that the market is beginning to pick up.The Euribor hit rock-bottom in
March this year, falling to 1.215 per cent, but
at the close of August it stood at 1.421 per
cent. But the Central Bank of Europe (BCE)
is not expected to increase interest rates by
much more until 2011.
The Magpies Is under new ownership.

David & Carol Welcome
New & Old Customers
See main advert on page 9
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To appear in print you must also
email the advert.

Find us on the industrial estate, behind
the old Eroski opposite Mcdonalds

Open Wed, Fri, Sat, Sun 10am - 2pm

Orders now being taken for
Christmas goods

Car repairs on all Makes and Models
Revision - Brakes Oil Leaks - Tracking
- Shock asorbers . Replacement Batteries - Tinted glass - Car Music System
Second Hand Cars for sale.
Translation Machine, if you don’t
speak Spanish. We have many
satisfied English Customers.
Av. Caballer Ximen De Tovia, 13- Xativa On
the main road along from the Train Station

Tel 902 887 243
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English Shop Full Engli
sh Breakfast
Cafeteria
4,15 €
Books Cards
Spanish lessons Fridays
Furniture,
Clothes
10.30 - 12.30 5€
Mobile phones Gold
to buy and sell
Hairdresser and
Every Sun 11.00-1.00.
much more
Outside Spaces Available weather permitting
Legal advice centre, (wills Spanish &
English) Last sunday of every month
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or Gill 696709886
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IVA hikes and lack of incentives has made new car sales drop to an historic low.
August, saw sales figures fell to
those of 21 years ago.
A total decrease of 23.8 per cent
on last year’s sales – with only
44,600 new car registrations
– has caused confidence to plummet in the motor industry.
Whilst the year-on-year figure still
shows an increase of 21.9 per
cent, with nearly three-quarters of
a million new registrations, sales
in August have been the worst
since the end of the 1980s.
With high unemployment, lack

Flat-rate mobile phone
plans are ‘dangerous’,
says Vodafone boss
VODAFONE has called flat-rate unlimited-call
plans ‘dangerous’ and ‘worrying’.
During a mobile phone conference at
Santander’s Menéndez y Pelayo University,
Vodafone’s Spanish president – Francisco
Román – said the company was ‘worried’
about offering unlimited call times.
He said it is ‘impossible’ to stimulate demand
when customers can talk as long as they like
for a flat fee at any time of the day.
To this end, his opinion coincides with that of
Telefónica, although the latter has said it will
continue to offer flat-rate call-plans despite
its reservations.

homeandgardens

LIVING

Brazilian male prostitutes force-fed
cocaine and Viagra
A GROUP of young Brazilian men duped into
travelling to Spain with promises of lucrative
work as models and dancers found themselves forced into sex slavery, drugged and
locked up.
The boys were forced to consume Viagra and
other illegal stimulant drugs so they could
continue to provide sexual services 24 hours
a day.
They were mostly from the Maranhao region
in the northern Amazon part of Brazil, and
aged in their 20s.
Although the majority were offered jobs as
dancers or models, a few were aware they
would be working as prostitutes – but had no
idea under what conditions.
They had their passports confiscated and
were kept prisoner in various flats, mostly in
Palma de Mallorca but also in Alicante, Barcelona, Madrid, and León.
The boys lived packed like sardines in tiny
flats with poor sanitation and food, and were
forced to take poppers, Viagra and cocaine to
be able to work 24 hours a day, seven days

a week.
Their captors forced them to hand over half
their wages, in addition to 200 euros a week
for their accommodation.
They were also expected to pay back the costs
of bringing them over to Spain out of their
wages – sums that exceeded 4,000 euros.
National Police freed around 80 young men,
who had been flown into Spain via French and
Italian airports on flights paid for by the gang
using cloned credit cards.
They had been placed in flats where clients
would go to them for sex, or worked in brothels.
Around 14 people, including the ringleader
who was based in Palma de Mallorca, have
been arrested.
A number of women and transsexuals were
also exploited in the same way, and have
been set free.
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ASSA for health care and funeral expenses

AROUND 200 air-traffic controllers have
called for airport governing body, AENA, to rescind their contracts.
They want to be compensated for the changes to their working conditions this February.
Spokesman for the air-traffic controllers in
question, César Cabo, says the sector has
been complaining about these conditions for
the last six months. This comes just after an
agreement was reached between AENA and
the unions in August, which included maximum annual hours of 1,670, and an average
wage of 200,000 euros a year, to be reviewed
in 2013. The first agreement signed by airtraffic controllers was in 1999, and ran out in
2004. Since then, it has been renewed pending new conditions being agreed.
It included average salaries of 375,000 euros
a year and 1,200 working hours per year.
Some 1,900 air-traffic controllers work for
AENA.

From a name you can trust

Death is about the only thing you can feel absolutely confident is going to happen
to you. As expatriates we probably have even more responsibility to ensure that we
have planned for it. If not, your family or dependants may find themselves in a very
expensive and time consuming battle if your assets are to be passed on to them.
Even worse, you may put them in a position where they will have to pay thousands
of euros in funeral expenses, as well as the trial of dealing with an unfamiliar
system in a foreign language. It does not take much to prepare and although you
may not directly benefit, your next of kin will certainly thank you.
A Beneficial Funeral Plan buys the entire funeral package at today’s prices. You
then pay for it either at once, in euros or pounds or in a series of payments over
time of your choosing. After it is paid for, you have NO further costs and the plan
is in place until it is needed. Why delay, take the right action and contact us for a
brochure or just to discuss your plans for the future.

BENEFICIAL
INSURANCE SERVICE
SPAIN

A Proffesional service
from start to finish

Bella Vista, 3 bed villa with pool. Needs
TLC. but great bargain. 176,000 euros.

Air-traffic controllers call
for their contracts to be
rescinded

Benificial Funeral Plans
Pre-paid & Pre-planned

Fully Licensed
Construction company
Undertaking all aspects
of building works.

Business for sale. First class supermarket and internet cafe. Ideal
for a couple to run. For sale due to
owners retirement. To include all
stock. 60,000 euros.
Ground floor 3 bed. apartment
with private courtyard. Furnished.
79,000 euros
Oliva 4th floor apartment, no lift,
large with 4 beds. 69,000 euros.
Monte Pego, Spectacular views,
reformed apartment, 95,000 euros.
Oliva beach, 2 bed. ground floor
apartment with parking. 91,000 e

were up by 17 per cent for nonrental companies, with firms buying more vehicles for use as company cars or for delivery use.
Seat was the most popular brand
last month, with 3,677 new cars
registered, followed by Citroën
and Ford.
For the year as a whole, Seat,
Volkswagen and Peugeot have
been the most popular.

For Total Peace of Mind

Family owned British company offering
you a full range of home, garden,
maintenance and building services.

_d IfW_d
Our Services Include:

QUALIFIED BRITISH TRADESPEOPLE

of job security and public funding cuts, the average consumer
has far greater financial priorities
than buying a new car – and the
drop in sales seen last month is
expected to continue for the rest
of the year.
State funding cuts mean the previously-available Plan 2000E, which
made the cost of buying a new car
more affordable, the motor industry has lost around 600,000 sales
in two years.
This said, corporate car sales

Telephone: 965791222

Mobile: 625 470 765

info@beneficialspain.com www.beneficialspain.com

FOR OTHER INSURANCE NEEDS
CONTACT US FOR A COMPETITIVE QUOTE

•

• Medical Insurance • English & Spanish Vehicles
Home & Contents on ALL RISKS • Travel • All Policies in English

CALL US & SAVE MONEY

Beneficial Funeral Plans are NOT an insurance policy
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Your Horoscope for the month of September
bY

Annabel Burton
Astrologer
september for Aries The Sun in Virgo is practical and awakens your desire to be there for
other people. You are sometimes accused of putting yourself first, but not now. You have recently tried
different ways of expressing yourself and see that the idea of give and take is finely balanced. Make the
most of Mars, your ruler, spending time in Libra to give you a sense of balance and getting things just
right, certainly in terms of your closest relationship. It’s worth all the effort you put in. Find out more www.
AnnabelBurton.tv
september for Taurus It’s not until later this month, when Venus enters your chart area of

relationships, that you see what a benefit this can be and even more so if you are single. Mars the action
planet, is also there which makes September a sizzling time for love and romance. But don’t dismiss what
you can achieve with building good relationships on a professional level too. Find out what is needed and
seek to meet that need. You are happy with the more practical mood of the moment and like to see something for what you have recently put in. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv

september for Gemini

While you are actively involved in creative pursuits this month, you
can be frustrated by delays in an official capacity. Travel plans may also not go as well as you’d hoped
earlier on but after the first few days, things are back on track. Using your natural skills to come up with
innovative solutions can stand you in good stead for the future. Others may seek to steal your thunder so
don’t be too modest! The Full Moon on the 23rd marks a time where a secret ambition is at last gaining
strength. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv

september for Cancer

You are up and down emotionally and that’s because you are reacting fairly strongly to events that are outside your control. It’s time to be a little more philosophical and
accepting to save yourself unnecessary stress. In fact, the way you think can have a great impact on what
you do. It’s not just about being positive either, but practical solutions to complex situations are not that
far away. Team work and collaboration with others can bring enormous rewards, especially if you are doing
something with a charity. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv

september for Leo Your social skills are getting a work out at the start of the month and
Venus and Mars together can create just the right chemistry if you are in a new liaison. But the sun is in
sensible Virgo for the first three weeks, and although this doesn’t hold you back particularly, you are more
savvy than usual and a little less reckless. Take your time when it comes to making important decisions
regarding your finances, and wait till after the 12th before you make a major commitment that can have far
reaching effects for the future. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv
september for Virgo You are more energetic and enthusiastic than usual and take the lead
when it comes to making decisions and starting new projects. You have the ability to put yourself over well
in interviews and meetings and clear headed when you have to give advice and your opinions, either written or spoken. Explore possibilities within public relations and connections with the media, and resolve to
sort out an irksome financial situation once and for all. It takes discipline but you have that in abundance.
Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv
september for Libra

Both Venus and Mars are working well in your sign, giving you a stunning ability to get what you want in the easiest way possible. You wish it was always this simple! But don’t
ignore hard reality and the rule book while you’re at it and recognize what limits you. See this as a small
challenge rather than a major headache and provided you remain positive, you can easily make a difference. Working behind the scenes means that you may not yet get the recognition you feel you deserve, but
you certainly don’t go unnoticed! Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv

september for Scorpio This month, both Venus and Mars enter your sign. Your personal
charisma and magnetism go up in other people’s estimation and you find that others are only too willing
to help out and be your friend. Your natural creativity can get channelled in a new direction and there is a
possibility that what you do for love can be earning you money too. A change in career looks tempting but it
is wise to wait until after the 12th before you make any rash decisions. The Moon is in your sign then and
you should be able to tap into your heart’s desire. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv
september for Sagittarius Although this is an excellent month in terms of your career
direction and professional life, you are also getting to grips with how your personal ambitions fit into what is
possible as far as your family is concerned. Jupiter your ruler, is back in emotional and intuitive Pisces and
you would be as well to go with your instincts plus your knowledge. If something feels right then it probably
is. Use this time to do what is right for you on a health and well being level too. The Sun in Virgo is about
systems and practicalities on a fundamental level. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv
september for Capricorn While the Sun is in Virgo you find that the world seems to make

more sense and you are not dealing with so many mysteries and uncertainties. But that may be as a result
of you taking charge, which you have been doing increasingly in recent months. The smallest changes can
make a massive difference and set your intentions about how ideally you would like things to be. Certainly,
the message that you send to your loved ones is clear enough. Connections with overseas can open up
your world in intriguing ways. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv

september for Aquarius A little diversion is welcome and some kind escape is appealing.

Taking yourself off somewhere to spend some valuable downtime is preferable at the start of the month
and you really need time to go over different ideas to see where they lead. A change is coming but you are
resistant to too much disruption. But there is likely to be less than you think, since a natural progression is
taking place. News around your career is surprising and hopeful, and you could soon be doing something
completely different. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv

september for Pisces

While Jupiter, planet of growth and opportunity, is back in your sign,
you may find yourself returning to a place you though you had left once and for all. this can be on many different levels, but nothing is ever quite the same again. Meanwhile this month, Pluto, planet of change and
transformation goes forward once more after nearly six months. Important connections with other people
are key to your next steps. One thing can lead to another and it is time to cultivate who you know as well as
what you know. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv
© Copyright 21st Century, Annabel Burton web

An Australian , an Irishman and a Scouser
are in a bar.
They’re staring at another man sitting on
his own at a table in the corner.
He’s so familiar, and not recognising him is
driving them mad. They stare and stare,
until suddenly the Irishman twigs: ‘My
God, it’s Jesus!’
Sure enough, it is Jesus, nursing a pint.
Thrilled, they send him over a pint of Guinness, a pint of Fosters and a pint of bitter.
Jesus accepts the drinks, smiles over at
the three men, and drinks the pints slowly,
one after another. After he’s finished the
drinks, Jesus approaches the trio.

He reaches for the hand of the Irishman
and shakes it, thanking him for the Guinness. When he lets go, the Irishman gives
a cry of amazement: ‘My God! The arthritis
I’ve had for 30 years is gone. It’s a miracle!’
Jesus then shakes the Aussie’s hand,
thanking him for the lager.
As he lets Go, the man’s eyes widen in
shock.
‘Strewth mate, the bad back I’ve had all my
life is completely gone! It’s A Miracle.’
Jesus then approaches the Scouser who
says, Back off, mate, I’m on disability benefit.

Police cordoned off Liverpool City
Centre this morning when a suspicious
object was discovered in a car.
It later turned out to be a tax disc.

The Mexican maid asked for a pay increase.
The wife was very upset about this and decided to talk to her about the raise.
She asked: ‘Now Maria, why do you want a
pay increase?’ Maria: ‘Well, Senora, there
are tree reasons why I wan an increase.
The first is that I iron better than you.’
Wife: ‘Who said you iron better than me?’
Maria: ‘Jor husband say so.’ Wife: ‘Oh.’ Maria: ‘The second reason is that I am a better
cook than you.’ Wife: ‘Nonsense, who said
you were a better cook than me?’ Maria:
‘Jor husband did.’ Wife: ‘Oh..’
Maria: ‘The third reason is that I am better
at sex than you in bed.’
Wife: (really furious now) ‘Did my husband
say that as well?’
Maria: ‘No Senora...the gardener did.’
Wife: ‘So how much do you want?’

From Nigec
Tired of constantly being broke & stuck in an
unhappy marriage, a young husband decided
to solve both problems by taking out a large
insurance policy on his wife with himself as
the beneficiary, and then arranging to have
her killed.
A ‘friend of a friend’ put him in touch with
a nefarious dark-side underworld figure who
went by the name of ‘Artie.’
Artie then explained to the husband that
his going price for snuffing out a spouse was
£5,000.
The husband said he was willing to pay that
amount, but that he wouldn’t have any cash
on hand until he could collect his wife’s insurance money.
Artie insisted on being paid at least something up front, so the man opened his wallet,
displaying the single pound note that rested
inside. Artie sighed, rolled his eyes, & reluctantly agreed to accept the pound as down
payment for the dirty deed.
A few days later, Artie followed the man’s
wife to the local Tesco store. There, he surprised her in the produce department & proceeded to strangle her with his gloved hands
& as the poor unsuspecting woman drew her
last breath & slumped to the floor.........
The manager of the produce department
stumbled unexpectedly onto the murder
scene. Unwilling to leave any living witnesses
behind, ol’ Artie had no choice but to strangle the produce manager as well.
However, unknown to Artie, the entire
proceedings were captured by the hidden
security cameras & observed by the store’s
security guard, who immediately called the
police. Artie was caught & arrested before
he could even leave the store.
Under intense questioning at the police station, Artie revealed the whole sordid plan,
including his unusual financial arrangements
with the hapless husband who was also
quickly arrested.
The next day in the newspaper, the headline
declared ...
‘ARTIE CHOKES 2 for £1.00 AT TESCO ‘
From Alisia

From Nigec

A doctor in Dublin wanted to get off
work and go fishing, so he approached his
assistant
“Murphy, I am going fishing tomorrow and
don’t want to close the clinic. I want you
to take care of the clinic and take care
of all me patients”. “Yes, sir!” answers
Murphy.
The doctor goes fishing and returns the
following day and asks: “So,Murphy, how
was your day?” Murphy told him that he
took care of three patients. “The first
one had a headache so he did, so I gave
him Paracetamol.” “Bravo Murphy lad,
and the second one?” asks the doctor.
“The second one had indigestion and I
gave him Gaviscon, so I did sir” says Murphy.
“Bravo, bravo! You’re good at this and
what about the third one?” asks the doctor.
“Sir, I was sitting here and suddenly the
door flies open and a young gorgeous
woman bursts in so she does. Like a bolt
outta the blue, she tears off her clothes,
taking off everyting including her bra and
her panties and lies down on the table,
and shouts: ‘HELP ME for the love of St
Patrick! For five years I have not seen any
man!’”
“Tunderin’ lard Jesus Murphy, what did
you do?” asks the doctor.
“I put drops in her eyes.”
From Jenni

•

My missus has just gone into hospital with two black eyes and a broken jaw.
It seems we were on different wavelengths when she said she wanted decking
on the patio.

•

They reckon that Beer contains female hormones and I think they are
right. After 8 pints I talk a lot and can’t drive!

From Jim
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GARDENING HINTS AND TIPS

By Clodagh and Dick Handscombe. Holistic gardeners and authors
living in Spain for 25 years.

SMALL SCALE VEGETABLE GROWING
More and more owners of houses with
small gardens and apartments with only
terraces, balconies and window sills
are growing daily fresh, healthy, tasty
seasonal vegetables in a wide range of
containers as illustrated in our books
‘Growing Healthy Vegetables in Spain’
ISBN978-84-89954-53-4 and ‘Apartment Gardening Mediterranean Style’
ISBN 978-84-89954-86-1 – Part nine
– ‘Container grown vegetables’.
So why not do the same and the autumn
is a good time to start and enjoy home
grown autumn, winter and early Spring
harvests from seeds and plantlets planted between September and December.
As illustrated in the books almost any
container old or new can be used provided it is water proof and with a bottom
drainage hole to prevent plants becoming waterlogged.
Four very practical possibilities are illustrated below. Cut down water bottles.
Seed sprouters. Plastic pots & growing
table

So start to look out for useful containers
and start perhaps by sowing up fast maturing crops like radishes, cut and come
again salad leaves and then carrot and
beetroot seeds, plantlets for broccoli
onions and Swiss chard etc., and garlic
cloves.
Gain some over winter experience and
you will be ready to plant up tomatoes,
peppers and aubergines next sprung
for summer consumption. By the way a
‘growing table’ which is basically a box
30 centimetres deep on legs so that you
can stand up to work your mini vegetable
plot is easily made up in water proof plywood or aluminium sheeting by a handyman or local carpenter/metal worker.
Obtaining Clodagh and Dick’s books
The books can be obtained from bookshops, local stores such as the Tabac in
Barx and The Commercial Centre in Abocassebre, The Ebro Guest House in Riba
Roja del Ebre. Also conveniently by mail
order from www.santanabooks.com.
© Clodagh and Dick Handscombe www.
gardeninginspain.com September 2010

30% DISCOUNT ON YOUR
HOLIDAY RENTAL IN ALCOCEBRE
HOLIDAYS IN ALCOCEBRE
Excellent apartment first line
APARTMENTS FOR 2-4 PEOPLE
4-6 PEOPLE
6-8 PEOPLE

It pays to use the experts
Call Spain on +34 902 887 243
9am –6pm (Local Time) Monday – Friday

Call the UK on +44 (0)20 7589 3000
7:30am –10:30pm (UK Time) Monday – Friday
10am – 4pm (UK Time) Saturday

www.moneycorp.com

64 Consecutive Marathons: Mike Buss’
New World Record in Support of Help for Heroes
In Ashford, Kent on 5th August, Mike Buss, the UK’s
highest profile Ultra Runner
smashed into the record
books again for the 12th time
this year by running his 51st
marathon in as many days at
the McArthur Glen Designer
Outlet Village. Today (Thurs
19th August) he is running
marathon number 65, Mike
will continue to run daily
marathons until he reaches
his target of 100 marathons
in 100 consecutive days. The
finale takes place at the Birmingham NEC on the 23rd
September during the Leisure
Industry Week Show, which
attracts 80,000 visitors.
Eddie Izzard recently completed 47 marathons in 53
days with one day off a week.
In contrast, Mike is not taking a single day off and each
marathon is logged on a Star
Trac Treadmill transported
to different locations around
the UK by sponsors Pickfords.
Mike has already been to London, Ashford, Bath, Brighton,
Swindon, RAF Fairford, RAF
Lyneham and is currently at
Gloucester Quays McArthur
Glen Designer Outlet Village.
His itinerary is:
• 25th – 31st August: Cheltenham Regent Arcade Shopping Centre.
• 1st – 5th September: Swin-

don McArthur Glen Designer
Outlet Village
• 6th – 11th September:
Southampton The Esporta
Health Club
• 12th – 19th September:
Aldershot (Venue TBC)
• 20th – 23rd September:
Birmingham NEC – Leisure
Industry Show
When asked why such a tough
challenge, Mike replied ‘I’m
doing this in support of ‘Help
for Heroes’ to raise awareness and money to help our
wounded troops coming back
from Afghanistan and previously Iraq. They are brave
men and women putting their
life on the line to protect others. I was injured by an IRA
car bomb and can no longer
stand in the front line, so this
is my way of being there if
a soldier needs support on
their return to the UK’.
Mike continues ‘I have set
myself some tough challenges in the last 6 months,
one of which doctors said
could be life-threatening. I
have to keep looking for challenges tougher than the last
to grab the public’s attention
and inspire them to donate.
I also aim to physically and
mentally push myself beyond
anything I have ever done before, so I live up to my motto

‘Beyond Impossible’.’
Having broken a string of
world records this year including running the furthest
distance on a treadmill in 7
days covering 517.25 miles
(beating the previous record
by 49 miles), in October and
November Mike plans four
more world record endurance challenges to reach his
2010 Help for Heroes fundraising target of £100,000.
Please add your donation
here
www.justgiving.com/
mikes-worldrecords
Mike
Buss is still seeking commercial sponsors to help
cover the mounting costs of
this epic fundraiser. Contact
Rhona Jack, Blue Click PR
rhona@bc-pr.com or call +44
(0) 7866 546221.
In recognition of his achievements, Mike Buss is also
holder of a Pride of Swindon
Award, ‘Wiltshire Man of the
Year’ and was runner up in
Wiltshire Life magazine’s
Lifetime Achievement Award.
His story has been in the media around the world and he
is gaining recognition from
top athletes, politicians and
famous personalities supporting him with good luck
messages and attending
events to congratulate him.
See www.mike-buss.com

See Dates for Discounts

VISIT OUR WEB

www.basalco.com

BASALCO, cami L’Atalla SL 17-A

Tel 964412540 - 964412018
Our new email address is: info@cxivert.com
LUXURY APARTMENTS FOR SALE AND HOLIDAY RENTAL

‘I’m doing this in support of ‘Help for Heroes’ to raise awareness and money to help
our wounded troops coming back from Afghanistan and previously Iraq
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Classic Recipes Split Pea and
from Hugh
Ham Soup
All recipes courtesy of Hugh’s latest
book River Cottage Everyday
published by Bloomsbury.

Honey-baked rhubarb

Hugh Fearnley Whittingstall is back with River
Cottage Everyday, a series packed with ideas
for the very best food made from fresh ingredients. Each episode features a food topic
– from meat and fish to fruit and bread – as
Hugh and his team provide a range of recipes
to provide inspiration for viewers.
Can Hugh lure people away from the ubiquitous breakfast cereal and instead encourage
them to enjoy an empowering pancake? Can
he persuade an office canteen to forgo cholesterol-laden crisps in favour of a lovinglyprepared packed lunch?
Additionally there are suggestions on how
to make the most of cheap cuts of meat,
the best way to buy and cook fish and a look
at how a little forward planning can ensure
a longer shelf life for fresh fruit and vegetables.
And, as always, Hugh creates more delectable treats in the River Cottage kitchen.

Rhubarb, I confess, is one of my very favourite fruits
(though to be accurate, it’s actually a vegetable
with an identity crisis). I never tire of finding new
ways to enjoy it. This sweet and fragrant breakfast
compote is a fairly recent discovery and I absolutely
love it. Try it on eggy bread or perfect pancakes, or
spooned on to your customised muesli or thick yoghurt. Alternatively, serve with vanilla ice cream for
a pretty pud. From January till early April, you can
buy elegant, slender stems of indoor-grown ‘forced’
rhubarb. This gradually gives way to the thicker,
darker, more robust outdoor grown crop. Either will
work in this recipe.
Serves 6
1kg rhubarb, cut into
5–10cm lengths
Juice and finely grated
Zest of 1 orange
4 tablespoons runny
Honey
Put the rhubarb in an ovenproof dish large enough
to hold it in a single layer, then scatter over the
orange zest and pour in the juice. Trickle over the
honey and gently mix the whole lot together. Cover
loosely with foil and bake in an oven preheated to
150°C/ Gas Mark 2 for 45 minutes–1 hour, until
the rhubarb is tender, giving it a gentle stir halfway
through. The pieces of rhubarb should keep their
shape rather than cook to a mush.
Leave to cool before serving. Sealed in a container,
with the syrupy juices from the tray, this can be kept
for a week or so in the fridge.

La Sociedad Protectora de Animales,
Castallawww.protectoradecastalla.com
Anna: 627566145 (Spanish) Marilene:
669755920 (English + NL)
P.E.P.A
Carob was born approx June 2009. She
looks like she may have mixed Alsatian
parentage but is only medium sized.
Carob has been spayed, is loveable,
energetic and very quick on the uptake
with a lot of common sense. She enjoys
the company of other dogs. For more
information please telephone P.E.P.A.
on 650304746 www.pepaspain.com

This is a wonderfully thrifty sort of dish, using inexpensive ingredients to create a rich, filling, proteinpacked soup. You can make it either with a ham
bone, which is already cooked (most of the meat
having been eaten), or a knuckle of bacon, which
is cured but uncooked. Either will be available from
a good butcher, but this is also a nice way to use
the bone and leftover meat from a ham that you’ve
cooked yourself.
Serves 6
1 cooked ham bone or uncooked bacon knuckle
A knob of butter
1 large onion, finely chopped
1 large carrot, finely chopped
1 celery stalk, finely chopped
2 bay leaves
300g yellow or green split peas, soaked in cold water overnight if possible
Sea salt and freshly ground black pepper
If you’re using a ham bone, trim all the bits of meat
off it, cover and set aside.
Melt the butter in a large saucepan. Add the onion,
carrot and celery, cover and sweat gently, stirring
regularly, for about 10 minutes, until soft. Add the
ham bone or bacon knuckle to the pan with the bay
leaves, split peas and 1.5 litres of water. Bring to
the boil and skim off any scum that comes to the
surface.
Reduce the heat to low and simmer gently, covering the pan loosely to allow for some evaporation.
If you’re using a cooked ham bone, you just need
to simmer until the peas are completely soft – 45
minutes to an hour, perhaps less if they were presoaked. If you’re using a bacon knuckle, the soup
will need longer in order to render the bacon good
and tender – aim for about 1½ hours.
Remove the bacon knuckle and set aside, if using;
discard the ham bone and bay leaves. You can either use a blender to purée the soup or, for a coarser texture, just mush up the peas and vegetables
roughly using a potato masher. Trim all the meat
and skin off the bacon knuckle, if using, then cut
into small pieces (skin and all, if you like), or cut up
the ham from the bone that you set aside earlier.
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Return about half of the meat to the soup, taste and
season (the ham may have contributed all the salt
you need). Heat through again and serve, topped
with the rest of the meat and a grinding of pepper.

Fridge Jam

I invented what I call ‘fridge jam’ as a sort of halfway house between a full-blown preserve and a
fresh fruit sauce. With only two-thirds the sugar
of a standard jam, it has a softer, looser set and
a sharper flavour. It’s very versatile. You can still
serve it on toast, of course, but at home we mostly
have it for breakfast with pancakes or on yoghurt.
It’s outstanding with rice pudding, too. Make it with
strawberries, raspberries or gooseberries.
Makes about 2kg
1.5kg strawberries,
Raspberries or
Gooseberries
Juice of 1 lemon
1kg jam sugar with
Pectin
Sterilise some jam jars or other suitable containers
by washing them in hot, soapy water and drying in
a very low oven (or put them through a dishwasher
cycle). Divide the fruit in half, putting the smaller
berries in one bowl; the larger ones in another (if
the small ones are quite big, halve them). Roughly
crush the large ones with a potato masher (or by
hand), then add the uncrushed berries, lemon juice
and sugar. Stir to combine, and then leave for an
hour to draw out the juices.
Transfer the mixture to a preserving pan, or a wide,
heavy-based pan that is deep enough for the jam to
bubble away safely. Bring it quickly to a rolling boil,
stirring a few times to make sure all the sugar dissolves, then boil hard for exactly 5 minutes, skimming off any foam from the surface. Take off the
heat and leave to cool for
5 minutes (this helps to keep the whole fruit suspended in the jam).
Pot the hot jam in the warm jars or other vessels
and seal tightly. Label jars when cool. Unopened
and stored in a cool, dry place, the jam will keep in
jars for up to a year. But once opened, store in the
fridge and use within 3 weeks.

River Cottage Everyday starts Friday 17th
September at 8pm on Channel 4

P.E.P.A.(The Helping Hands Charity for Animals) NEEDS HELP!
By fostering an abandoned dog or spending a few hours each week on our
telephone helpline You could help save the lives of many animals.
Please telephone: 650 304 746 or 96 283 3325
For more information and to view our animals
please browse our website: www.pepaspain.com

PETS
SPAMA GANDIA SHELTER Dog and cat
rescue registered charity, La Safor
area. 500 animals awaiting re-homing.
Shelter open 7 days a week 12noon 2.00pm & 3.30pm - 7.00pm. (Spanish
speaking staff) or phone Gail 962 896
118 / Lesley 962 813 226 Visit our
website for directions.
www.spama.org and view our new
blog at www.spama-safor.blog.com.es
PLEASE HELP US TO HELP THEM
Visit SAT to find your longed for pet.
On your first visit you can see the
large dogs, medium, small. Not
forgetting little puppies, at SAT you’ll
see them all. Our website address is
www.satanimalrescue.com and our
telephone number is 966 710 047. The
kennels is situated in Dolores which is
approximately 20 kilometres south of
Alicante airport.
Denia Cat Protection League – Aldea Felina
Al is a beautiful white longhaired cat
with amber eyes. He adores being
stroked and would make a great pet in
a quiet home. If you would like to adopt
Al, or any of our other cats/kittens,
please call Lynda on 648100629 or our
help-line 649540612 between 11am
and 5pm. Aldea Felina, The Denia
Cat Protection League, is a charity
registered in Spain to shelter, feed and
re-home cats abandoned in the Denia
area. Why not visit our new website at
http://aldea-felina.blogspot.com.

Tel 902733622

Advertising
See
www.thetraderonline.es

0034 966182838

...........................................................................
15kg natural dog food 39,99€ incl delivery,
all flavours including salmon and potato! Cost
Savings over equivalent leading brands, free
knowledgeable advice, friendly service. Tel:
690071333 www.BettysOriginal.com shop
online

Good homes wanted for 3 male puppies. They are 14 weeks old and have
all there vaccinations. They have been
Pup was born approx February 2010. hand reared and are well socialised.
He is a German Shepherd X SPAMA
and true to APPROVED
They will be medium sized dogs. Please
his breed has proved to be loyal, faithful contact the following numbers for
and quick to learn, above all he’s
more information. Kirsty 69722047 or
very friendly and loving. Pup is being
646649619 Rosemary 962922234
fostered in a home with other dogs.

BARK PARK N RIDE to Alicante airport’
CATTERY SPACE NOW AVAILABLE

He has been health vaccinated and is
castrated. For more information please
telephone P.E.P.A. on 650304746 www.
pepaspain.com

Spacious purpose built
Insulated Kennels
Mosquito netted Windows
Brush Protected Guillotine Doors
Pets walked on our 10,000 sqm field
L´Olleria

Tel 660246352

10% DISCOUNT
JULY AUGUST
SEPTEMBER
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www.thetraderonline.es

“HELP” LADIES AND GENTLEMEN
WHO LUNCH!

As a “special treat” the “HELP” Monday
Lunch Club moved venue and had an excellent lunch at the Orange Grove, Camino de
Gandia, Denia on 17th August. The Club normally meet on the first Monday of the month
at the “HELP” Centre in La Xara where “HELP”
volunteers provide delicious food and good
company. However, on this occasion it was
decided that “lunch out” for everyone would
be the order of the day and despite the unseasonal downpour volunteers and guests all
enjoyed a relaxing afternoon out. For further
information about “HELP” and it’s activities
please telephone the “HELP” Centre, 96 642
7400 or visit their website www.helpofdenia.
com

UFO and World Mysteries Discussion Group

The monthly meetings resume in September.
On Friday 1st October we have a talk on the
structure of the earth as seen by a Geologist
by Maria Buckingham. 2010 10am for
10.30am at the Socila Club Coffee Bar, Javea
old town, by the hospital.

U3A Denia monthly members meeting for
September.

Time: 10:15 for 10:45 start
Date: Thursday 16th September
Venue: Casa de Cultura, Denia
Speaker: Jane Cronin
Please arrive early to view the groups notice
boards and take your seats in the main hall.

On Stage for MABS.

Suzy Q is one of the top flight musical entertainers who will be playing the Careline Theatre in Alcalali on Wednesday September 22 in
aid of the cancer support charity MABS.
Now based in Altea, Suzy Q started her singing career in the pubs and clubs of the north
of England and then joined the highly successful all-girl group ‘Covergirls’ which played
all the top cabaret venues in the UK and supported such artistes as Tom O’Conner, Russ
Abbot and Jimmy Tarbuck in TV shows. Since
leaving the group she has supported many
stars in cabaret and at corporate functions.
She includes in her performance songs made
famous by Whitney Houston, Shania Twain,
Diana Ross and The Carpenters.
Suzy Q, along with other top performers from
the bars and restaurants of the Costa Blanca including Chill Factor, Malcolm Adams,
Pauline McGough and the Nomad, is taking
part in the MABS benefit production ‘Music
Showcase’ which is being staged by Vernon
and Celia Pearce. All of the artistes taking
part are foregoing their professional fees in
order to help MABS with the tremendous support it provides for cancer patients and their
families.
Tickets, priced at ten euros, are now on sale
at Kelly’s of La Xara and from the box office
on 96 557 74 61.This very special evening
gets underway at 20.00 hrs.

Levante Golf Society Charity Donation
On Wednesday 4 August the
captain of Levante Golf Society, Frank Carroll, presented
1000 Euros on behalf of its
members to their nominated
2010 charity, Preventorio Infantil at Real Gandia. These
funds were raised during
the past 6 months through
a variety of activities includ-

ing a Charity Golf Day and
subsequent BBQ with raffle
and auction; other fund raising was through the generous donation of golfing cash
prizes by members.
The Preventorio Infantil at
Real Gandia is an organisation, run by South American
nuns of the Order of St Joseph

from Lyon France, that looks
after disadvantaged children
forwarded by local state Social Services. They receive
very limited State aid and rely
upon public donations for
their running costs, much of
which come from the Ex-Pat
community.

AMIGOS DE FIESTAS

We hire inflatable castles etc
of various types, we also have
a “Mechanical Bull” for your
parties. We also have face
painting and “Balloon Art, animals, swords etc, for the kids.
All our services come with
Monitors and are fully
insured.
We also cater for private
functions, Birthdays etc.
Contact us on 618846440

amigosdefiestas.blogspot.com/

Email.
smedwin4648@hotmail.com

•

Tel 902733622
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Campsite Recommendation after reading
article in The Trader.
Thank you Trader for a fab
holiday !!! We have just returned Camping Alegria Benicarlo a camp site we read
about in the Inland Trader
back in the spring. When
we saw Camping Algeria an
English run campsite advertised in your newspaper we
decided to give it a try for a
few days at the start of our
annual summer touring holiday in our motorhome. Well
a few days extended into a
few weeks, we didn’t bother
moving on anywhere else,
everything we needed for
our family holiday was there
and apart from that we would
have had to have dragged the
kids out screaming they loved
it so much. Situated on the
outskirts of Benicarlo( fiesta
and bullrunning week whilst
we were there) and only a
short drive from the beautiful
towns of Peniscola (fantastic castle El Cid fame) and
Vinaros (very picturesque)

this campsite was perfect for
both sightseeing and a relaxing family holiday.
Pitches are big enough to accommodate large units and
all the facilities there are excellent. The campsite is

Casey winning Sack Race
very family orientated (pets
allowed as well) and there
was something for the kids
and adults alike every day
should they wish to partici-

pate. The hub of the site is a
very pleasant bar with swimming pool, play park, table
football, pool, sky tv etc and
nightly entertainment. There
is an excellent selection of
bar food served all day and
the portions are generous
and not over priced.
The
beach is about 200mts from
the site and is great for swimming, snorkling and fishing.
We were made to feel very
welcome by the family and
felt totally at ease letting the
children off the leash. This is
a very cosmopolitan site and
everyone’s encouraged to
join in and have fun. They did
! We did ! Thoroughly recommended by the Smith family
we would like to say thank
you to the Trader for bringing
this site to our attention and
Camping Algeria.....We Will
Be Back !
From Smith Family, Alzira.

Don´t get caught
out by the Gasman
We have REPSOL gas bottles and the other
day a rep from a company called BRENER GAS SL. of Valencia, came to the door and
asked if they could see our gas certificate and
check the flexible pipes to the cylinders.
We could not make total sense of what he
was saying, so asked a Spanish friend in the
town, who confirmed that the Town Hall was
aware of the company doing this.
I was then told that we needed a new certificate for 5 years and the pipes needed changing. Total cost 70 Euros. We agreed despite
the fact that our current certificate from Repsol was valid for another 2 years. After they
had gone it continued to play on my mind, so I
went to the Town Hall and spoke with the person who speaks English. She told me that the
company are legal, but I was not obliged to let
them in or pay for a new certificate because
our contract is with Repsol and not BRENERGAS SL.
I feel I have been taken advantage of. I agreed
because I trusted that this was a safety issue
and of course because I do not speak fluent
Spanish I could not question them fully while
they were there and felt pressurised. That
said even our Spanish Friend was convinced
I should let them do the work. When I mentioned I would go to our local Repsol office in
Xativa to check this out they told me it was
closed. I will be very wary in the future, make
people wait, and check things out thoroughly.
I hope readers will do the same and not get
caught out like me. From Karen Webb Xativa

The Magpies Is under new ownership.
David & Carol Welcome New & Old Customers

COMING SOON

Sunday Dinners (From October3rd)

Opening hours

Wednesday 4-00pm till late
Thursday 12-00noon till late
Friday
11-00am till late
Saturday
10-00am till late
Sunday
10-00am till late
Monday & Tuesday Closed

Directions:

Temporary Menu and then New Menus
English & Spanish
Quiz Nights - Every Friday Night

Follow CV35 to Domeno
Turn right, follow signs for urbanizacion
Camp LLiria,look for sign
for Magpies on the right, turn left.

Entertainment Sept 11th

Local Group 3 en 1 Jac, Gary & Miquel

Rastro

Every 2nd Saturday of the Month
Stalls available( no charge)
Sell your unwanted Goods
or Homemade crafts
For More Information

Tel Magpies 962728208
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The Big Interview with Gordon Ramsay
It’s the hottest day of the year. Outside, the
mercury is hitting 90 Fahrenheit. Inside the
studio, under the lamps where Gordon Ramsay is filming a trailer for his new series,
Ramsay’s Best Restaurant, it is considerably
warmer. Everyone is wilting, with the exception of Ramsay – perhaps a legacy of a life
spent working in scorching hot kitchens.
Instead, the man himself is cool, calm, and
collected – and eager to discuss his new series…
Your new series is Ramsay’s Best Restaurant. What’s it all about?
It’s the search for Britain’s best restaurant.
It’s a touch of The F Word, a touch of Kitchen
Nightmares, and a touch of the unknown
really, because we’re going off the beaten
track. It’s not all about glossy, high-end, fine
dining restaurants it’s about becoming a public service guide, but of the moment. Every
guide comes out a year after the restaurants
have been judged. This is right up to date. And
these are restaurants that are nominated by
the customers who visit these restaurants.
It’s all about discovering unknown talent.
You featured a competition on The
F Word last year. How will this one
differ?
It’s going to be very similar, but in a lot more
detail. Best Restaurant was just a segment of
The F Word, this one is dedicated completely
to searching Britain for its heroes. We’re going to go into these restaurants, turn them upside down, and give them a really good shake.
We’re going to put them under immense
pressure. Running a restaurant is more than
just about food. It goes hand-in-glove with the
atmosphere, ambience, lighting, and the first
contact on the telephone when you want to
make a reservation, to presenting the bill, to
having immaculate bathrooms, to waiters describing food on the menu properly. So we’ll
be looking at all these aspects – I want to get
in there and start peeling those layers back.
It’s fascinating what you find when restaurants are under pressure.
They’re not always going to know
when they’re being filmed, are they?
For me, the secret behind the series this
year is the fact that it’s not all down to my insight and my presence in these restaurants.
They’re going to be secretly filmed, they’re going to be put under immense pressure, and
we’ve got an amazing selection of secret diners who will go out across the country and deliver first-hand knowledge back to me about
how those restaurants are doing.
How have the final 16 entrants been
selected?
The selection process is done by way of an
exhaustive scrutiny – studying them, watching them, eating in them, and looking at what
they stand for as a good local restaurant within that community. Based on our results and
the survey of customers visiting those restaurants, narrowing it down has been bloody
hard work. There are only so many that can
go through. It’s hard, because I’d love 5,000
restaurants in the finals at this stage, but
sadly we have to weed them down and hone
in on the core raw talent.
What’s your pet hate in a restaurant?
What kind of thing could really cost
entrants dear?
My pet hate in any restaurant is sloppy service. Food that is under-seasoned always tells
you a lot about a restaurant. Seasoning correctly is so important, whether it’s the most
amazing tomato soup or a stunning steak
and chips – as long as it’s seasoned properly,
you can tell whether a kitchen cares. Lighting – when you walk into a restaurant and it’s
lit like Wembley Stadium, it loses the ambience, the atmosphere, the warmth. But when
you have sloppy service and under-seasoned
food, get out.
With a bit more time for each restaurant in this series, are we going to
get to know the human back stories
behind each one as well?

Ramsay’s Best Restaurant this year will have a
completely different dynamic, because we’re
going to get a chance to go even deeper into
their backgrounds, and draw out their passion. We’ll be able to identify their strengths
and weaknesses, improve the weaknesses,
and then return at a later date to see if they’ve
kept up their good habits.
Is it quite difficult for you to compare
an excellent Italian restaurant with
an excellent Indian one? Is that not a
bit like trying to compare a rock tune
and a jazz track?
It’s a very good question. How do you distin-

guish between the two when they’re going
head-to-head in a semi-final or final? In Britain we’re multicultural, and there’s an incredible excitement about the variety of ethnic cuisine in Britain today. But we’ll be judging on
the combination of great food, great service,
great atmosphere, and how much they want it
– the passion. If every member of staff is as
committed as the owners and the head chef
and the restaurant manager, then that place
will be a huge success. If there’s only two or
three of them pulling on the rope, then it’s going to fall by the wayside. And with the secret
diners and the secret footage, our high pres-

sure tests will help to unravel who is the best
of the best.
For a lot of viewers, part of the attraction is seeing you cook. Will you
be cooking in this series?
I’ll definitely be doing a bit of cooking, in all
the categories. I love travelling. Last year I had
the most amazing trip across India, and my
knowledge of Indian food has gone on tenfold.
I get excited about what I’ve learned. I’ve just
returned back from Southeast Asia, and the
Malaysian style, Vietnamese style and Thai
style is starting to lighten my style of cooking. Cooking with no cream and no butter, like
they do in Vietnam, is a very healthy way of
eating. That’s important in today’s society –
customers are far more concerned about the
calories as opposed to the price these days.
All these little influences are coming in, and
I’ll be cooking in all the shows in the series,
and having a chance to put my stamp on it as
well and show what I’ve learned. I’m 43 years
of age, I’m still learning, I’m still finding new

things for the very first time, and it doesn’t
stop being exciting.
You’re going to be eating in all of
these restaurants as well. How are
you going to keep the weight off?
I eat like a horse, so I need to keep fit. I’m
in training now for my first Iron Man, in 12
months time. That’s a way of continuing to
give me the passport to eat. I get really excited when I’m sat as a customer eating. I don’t
want anything pretentious, looking liker the
Leaning Tower of Pisa. If it’s not edible, don’t
put it on the plate. I don’t want to sit there
with garnishes, roses and radishes that are
purely aesthetic – I want to eat everything on
that plate. I don’t eat out that often, but when
I do I want to sit down and enjoy it.
Do chefs go rather pale when you walk
in and sit down in a restaurant?
Chefs tend to freak out a little bit when I go
into restaurants. I don’t do that purposely.
I’ve had a tough 18 months in my restaurants
– at the end of the day you stand strong and

you come through that. You can’t have all that
success and no failure. So I know what they’re
going through. It’s not my ambition to put the
fear of God into other chefs when I walk in
their restaurants. However, I do start getting
a little bit pissy when it’s 30 or 40 minutes
and my starters aren’t on the table. I understand the pressure they’re under, so I always
make it a little bit easier for the chef. So if
we’re on a large table, we don’t have one of
everything, because that’s a pain in the arse
for any chef. I play it simple. Because that’s
where the magic is; when you watch chefs
cook the simplest things perfectly. That tells
you a lot about an individual.
You’re exceptionally well-placed to
comment on this: What do you make
of the state of restaurant cuisine in
this country at the moment?
We’re thriving, we are seriously thriving.
Cooking at home has seen a huge boom over
the last decade, but the restaurants now are
getting better and better. Not just in the cities
but in the provinces. There are a lot of chefs
that can’t afford to open up in major cities, so
they’re travelling out further into the countryside, and making these little forgotten pubs
real destination pubs. They’ve stopped getting carried away with flash ingredients coming from France, Italy and Spain – they’re now
starting to look at what’s going on within a
25-mile radius. And if it’s not in season then
it’s not on the menu. They’re starting to get
that message. I think we’re in the top five nations in the world. I wouldn’t say we’re at the
forefront, but we have made a rapid improvement on this time ten years ago – my goodness me! Gone is the nouvelle cuisine, we’ve
got rid of the little pretty pictures, and we’re
into substance, with great flavour, and we’ve
got rid of all these airs and graces. It’s partly
because of the recession – it’s made chefs
really focus on customers as opposed to their
own egos.
You mentioned that you’re still learning as a chef. Do you ever make mistakes in the kitchen?
Yeah, I do, I really do. I’m very fortunate – we
have a lunch menu and a chef’s table and we
try new things out – and when you’re in a restaurant that’s pretty much fully-booked every
day, you don’t get much chance for error, so
you’ve got to get it right. I never send out a
mistake – I’ll invent and create and listen to
the feedback, and then tweak it to go on to
the a la carte, but yeah, I still make mistakes.
But the most important thing is I’d never send
a mistake out of the kitchen.
You’ve made quite a few shows in
America - have you noticed a difference in restaurants in terms of style
or quality or outlook between there
and the UK?
Filming Kitchen Nightmares in America, they
get a little bit more precious with the bluntness, I suppose. They get a bit angst-y with me
because I get straight to the point. That hurts
their feelings, but it’s not personal, it’s about
professionalism. Cooking is an amazing profession to be in, but it’s a passion as opposed
to a job. With them, you have to get straight
to the point. Once you’ve solved the problem,
then come to me and complain about how
upset you are because no one’s ever spoken to you like that before, and you’ve never
heard the word ‘f***’. So I get a lot of praise,
but I also get a lot of flack when I get straight
to the point. Listen, that’s me, and that’s the
way I am. For as long as I’m going to cook, I’m
never going to change that.
Not long ago, you were named TV’s
most terrifying celebrity in a poll.
What do you make of that?
Being named TV’s Most Terrifying Celebrity
for the 11th year on the trot is great news. It’s
a trophy that I never want to lose. I’m 43, and
I’d like to see that trophy on the mantelpiece
for at least another ten years.
Ramsay’s Best Restaurant starts Tuesday
14th September at 9pm on Channel 4
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Highlights
Albert’s Memorial
Sunday 12th September, 9pm

David Jason, David Warner and Judith Hoersch
star in a touching one-off drama about the ties of
friendship and secrets from the past. This brand
new programme brings together some British acting stalwarts and newer stars in a beautifully written and acted story which reveals the sadness and
tenderness at the centre of a decades-long friendship. Old friends Harry (Jason) and Frank (Warner)
are reunited when their former comrade Albert
(Michael Jayston) asks them to fulfil his dying request: he wants to be buried in Germany at the
place where, as young soldiers, they joined up with
the Russians in 1945.

Highlights
Strictly Come Dancing

Saturday 11 September
6.25-7.25pm BBC ONE

Merlin Ep 1/13

Saturday 11 September
7.25-8.10pm BBC ONE
Formula 1 – Italian Grand Prix
Sunday 12 September
12.10-3.15pm BBC ONE
David Jason: The Battle of Britain
Sunday 12th September, 7pm

David Jason presents a landmark documentary for
ITV1 commemorating the 70th anniversary of the
Battle of Britain. The programme tells the amazing story of this defining moment in the nation’s
history. He embarks on a journey across the UK to
meet the surviving veterans who risked their lives
to defend Britain in the air and uncovers jaw-dropping accounts of the battle. He explores operations
rooms, air-raid shelters and radar stations and
learns that the Battle of Britain was fought as much
on the ground as in the air.

71 Degrees North
Saturday 11th and Tuesday 14th September, 9pm
Kate Thornton and Gethin Jones host this brand
new reality adventure series set in some of the
coldest, remotest locations on Earth. A team of ten
celebrities - Shane Richie, Andrew Castle, Gavin
Henson, Michelle Mone, Susie Amy, Diarmuid
Gavin, Lauren Socha, Konnie Huq, Marcus Patric
and Joe Absolom - set off on a spectacular race
culminating at North Cape.

NEW
Law & Order: UK

Thursday 16th September, 9pm
Paul O’Grady Live

Friday 17th September, 9pm

15% DISCOUNT

QUOTE THIS ADVERT WHEN
MAKING YOUR APPOINTMENT.

Help For Heroes Concert
Sunday 12 September
8.00-10.00pm BBC ONE
BBC One presents coverage of the spectacular Help For Heroes, Heroes Concert from
Twickenham Stadium, featuring musical performances from artists including Robbie Williams, Enrique Iglesias and The Wanted.
The Young Ones Ep 1/3
Tuesday 14 to Thursday 16 September
9.00-10.00pm
What would happen if six celebrities in their
seventies and eighties went back to 1975?
Could just one week of living in the past make
Liz Smith, Lionel Blair, Dickie Bird, Kenneth
Kendall, Sylvia Sims and Derek Jameson
physically turn back the clock; could reliving
their heyday allow them to think themselves
younger?
My Story
Tuesday 14 September
10.35-11.05pm BBC ONE
Ronan Keating meets three more finalists as
the BBC’s nationwide search to find Britain’s
most remarkable true life stories continues
The Pope’s Visit 2010
Thursday 16 September
10.00am-1.00pm BBC ONE
5.00-7.30pm BBC TWO
Michael Johnson’s Great North Run
Saturday 18 September
2.30-3.00pm BBC ONE

POOR ‘SKY’ RECEPTION ?

Snooker – World Open 2010

ARE YOU FED UP LOOSING YOUR FAVOURITE
PROGRAMMES ?
HAS THE WIND MOVED YOUR DISH ?

Saturday 18 September
3.00-4.30pm BBC ONE

The Sat Man will check and
realign your dish & lnb
Phone Chris on
687 954 437 NOW!

*Installations from €175.00.

Highgrove – Alan Meets Prince Charles
Thursday 23 September
8.00-9.00pm BBC TWO

Vintage 2010
By David, www.vinocamino.com

T

he months of September and October are
the most important months of the year
here in the wine world, right now every morning the vinologies at their respective bodegas
are up at the crack of dawn checking the
grapes waiting for the exact right time to harvest. They want the grapes just right, not too
green but not over ripe either, not too big or
too small. Small grapes are good because the
resulting juice will be packed full of flavour,
big grapes tend to be watery and generally
we don´t want watery wine. Sugar and acidity levels are critical too as the sugar converts
into alcohol but some acidity is considered
desirable in wine too, particular whites. The
whole thing really is a very delicate balancing
act and once you decide to pick you don´t just
pick everything you´ll do one parcel or finca
at a time, different fincas will be at different
stages because of their geographical locations, exposure to sunlight and so on, so the
harvest typically will be done over a couple of
months. The vinologies also know from experience how to make a good balanced wine so
they play and experiment somewhat, maybe
leaving one vineyard to over ripen slightly,
whilst picking the next one slightly early. Then
of course theres the numerous different varieties and blends that can be made, although
that usually happens later on in the wine cellar although very occasionally it can be done
at harvest, one of the wines we sell, Latria
from the Montsant region is made using this
method, a field blend, Latria is 50% Grenache
and 50% Carinena and the two different grape
types are picked at exactly the same time and
mixed together immediately, in the field.
All the grapes in the regions I have previously
written about are hand picked. The best or
pick of the bunch if you like, are identified
and handled with great care, often collected in small boxes of no more than 15 kilos,
grapes are of course very delicate and their
condition is important, especially for the finer
wines. The majority though will be loaded into
trailers then taken to the cellar as quickly as
possible. Very often at this point a sample will
be taken from each trailer, tested and then
graded for quality accordingly. Although really
the race is on from the moment the grapes
are plucked from the vines you want to get
them into fermentation tanks as soon as possible, leave a trailer of grapes in the sun for
too long and they will soon start to go off.
So now the grapes are unloaded onto a conveyor belt where workers discard any sticks,
pebbles, leafs etc before entering a destem-

ming machine, which does exactly that, removes the stems from the grapes, then they
are pressed by machine (not feet any more,
health and safety!) and the juice is filtered
off into fermentation tanks. At this point
white and red wines differ, red wines need
to be fermented with their skins as it is this
that gives the wine it´s colour and charectoristics, in theory if you removed all the skins
you could make white wine from red grapes
but of course that would be a pretty pointless
exercise.
Ok so the juice is now in the fermentation
tanks with or without the skins, yeast is
now added and the temperature is raised to
around 25C, which starts the process of turning sugar into alcohol, the wine is very often
agitated, especially for red to make sure the
juice picks up the colour and proporties of the
skins. This will typical be done over a couple
of weeks. After which the fermentation process is stopped by dropping the temerature to
around freezing. Now the wines are allowed to
settle over a number of months, before either
being filtered, clarified and bottled or transferred to wooden oak barrels for aging. This is
the fundamental difference between a young
and an aged wine. The barrels add flavour
and character to the wine. The effectiveness
of the barrels deteriotes over time so usually
they need to be replaced every five years or so
and they are not cheap either, which explains
why matured wines are more expensive than
young ones. Wines will stay in the barrel for
as long as deemed necessary obviously the
longer they are in the barrel the more oaky
the taste. After that the wines are bottled,
corked and labelled and consumed by good
folk like you and me. Meanwhile back in the
vineyards over winter the vines are cut and
pruned in preperation for next year.
All sounds pretty simple but in reality an awful amount of love, attention and back breaking hard work goes into making your favourite
wine and at every point theres a lot of things
that can and do go wrong, over the coming
weeks I will be lending a hand at the cellar
Masroig and I´m sure the vintage 2010 will
taste just a little bit special for me.

Tel 977 426 419
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Beat the winter blues with warm toffee
tones and comforting shades of camel
or once, black is not the new black this winter. Instead, the fashion
pack have been going crazy for all things camel coloured. Great
news for those of us who find the onset of dark nights and dreary
weather depressing enough, without being swamped in dingy hues
all season. Warm and comforting tones of toffee, caramel and cappuccino brown are the way to winter-proof your wardrobe for 2010.
There’s a real 1970s influence behind camel’s return as the
coolest colour of the season. The mannish flare cut of these
trousers (£45) from Warehouse captures the mood nicely,
teamed with a tight fitted animal print top (£35). As do these
French Connection platform court shoes (£140), this delicious
toffee-toned tote bag from Michael Kors at House of Fraser
(£150), and this funky handbag from Wallis (£35).
But the key piece in your new camel wardrobe has to
be the coat. Primark’s cashmere trench with fur-style collar (£49) makes a more figure-flattering alternative to
some of the boxy mid-length numbers that are out
there. As does this cute military-style frock coat from
George at Asda (£30). Alternatively, cut a dash as
the cape makes a return to form. You don’t have
to splash too much cash as some of the supermarkets have really come into their own (cape
coat £45 from Tu at Sainsbury’s). For a warm
and woolly jumper version check out
M&Co’s cape (£28).
Of course, camel can be a tricky
colour to pull off – deep brunettes and
brassy blondes will manage best. So,
if you’re just after a flavour of the
look, step out in some knee-high
boots, like these from Dune
(£130), or Next (£75).

F

5

6

8
7

1 Sainsbury's Tu Clothing.
Cape coat, £45.
2 George at ASDA.
Camel pleated double
breasted coat, £30
3 Dune. Pipers, £130.

9

10

4 Primark. Cashmere coat with
fur collar, £49, stack heel platform, £15,
cable heart over the knee socks, £1.50
5 M&Co. Stone fringed poncho, £28.
6 Next. Knee high boots, £75.
7 French Connection. Joyleen platform lace
up court, £140.
8 Warehouse. Trousers, £45, jumper £35.
9 Wallis. Patent half moon bag, £33.
10 House of Fraser. Michael Kors camel
suede tote, £150.
All photography courtesy of PRshots
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FROM FLANDERS
YESTERDAY TO
AFGHANISTAN
TODAY
by P.D.T. Press Officer Royal British
Legion Spain
with acknowledgements to Tim Purdon of TRBL UK (info and extracts)
The Royal British Legion has been in
existence for 90 years, that is more
than the life time of virtually every
British person. The Legion can be
said to be part of the very fabric of
our lives, often in the background
unless needed and in the foreground every November with the
Poppy Appeal and Remembrance
Sunday.
I think we all know how The Legion
began and its main objectives: the
welfare of members of the armed
forces and their families and what
was true 90 years ago is just as true
today.
Today as news comes to us through
the media of the casualties among
our young serving men in Afghanistan and other scenes of conflict in
the world we have even more reason to support the Legion and understand its relevance to us all.

THE AFGHAN GENERATION
The Poppy Appeal of 2009 was
dedicated to the men and women
on active service right now and in-

deed the whole year was focused
on emphasising the work the Legion
does to help younger Service people
– especially the Afghan generation
of the Armed Forces and their families today and the rest of their lives.

Time for a few statistics:
•Since 2003 we have helped
10,000 veterans of fighting in Iraq
and Afghanistan with direct financial assistance.
•We represent more than onethird of the appeals that have been
lodged for higher compensation by
British Armed Forces in Afghanistan
•We have increased the number of
serving personnel that we’ve helped,
though our Civvystreet service and
family breaks and by campaigning for improvements to the Armed
Forces Compensation Scheme
•Our campaigns have resulted in
7.5 million pounds in additional
compensation paid to our most seriously injured heroes from Afghanistan and Iraq.

HELP FOR HEROES
The RBL Board of Trustees have
agreed in principle to provide up to
20 million pounds over the next 10
years to help fund, in conjunction
with HELP 4 HEROES, a number of
new Army Recovery Centres being
created for seriously injured Armed
Forces personnel. It is intended that
each centre will be tri-Service with
a capacity of 20 residents and 40
day care clients. Detailed business
plans are being prepared by the
MOD.

•

Tel 902733622

COMBAT STRESS
A 1.8 million pound grant was made
to Combat Stress to support the
establishment of three regional outreach teams to provide residential
treatment to those who have left
the Forces but may be suffering with
mental health issues.

GENERAL ELECTION
The Legion has launched its own
Manifesto and taken it to the three
major political party’s Conferences,
urging them to pledge in their own
election campaigns to look after the
whole Armed Forces family and so
far over 340 election candidates
have committed to “do their bit”.

REACHING THE YOUNGER GENERATION.
The importance of appealing to the
younger Service generations was
underlined by Help for Heroes and
is well understood by the Legion
who are improving links with the
Services, and considering a number
of initiatives to bring the RBL and
the serving community closer together.
•Poppy Travel has taken over
11,000Army Training recruits on
tour and 1500 schoolchildren to
Ypres and the WW1 battlefields.
•TheSchools programme continues
to grow and 65,000 packs have
been sent out to schools across the
world and One Day Schools Conferences have involved 35 schools so
far.
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• Another initiative was to provide
postcards for children to send messages to veterans and serving soldiers and these have been so popular that there have already been two
re-prints .
• There is also a Riders Branch now
playing a big role.
• Now the message is being
launched through LEGION LIVE an
internet community for members
and supporters with Twitter, Facebook and blogs about the Legion
www.legionlive.org.uk

A TIME FOR CHANGE
Although I have reported only a
relatively small part of the work of
todays Legion I think we can all see
how the Legion has evolved and is
evolving to meet the needs of the
21st century and its special demands on Servicemen.

FOCUS ON SPAIN
The Legion in Spain, specifically
through the Poppy Appeal, began
just over 30 years ago. From the
humble beginnings of a few collecting boxes it has grown to a very
complex organisation. Tightly controlled by an experienced and dedicated administration known as the
District Council North it covers in
theory an area from the French border to Mojacar through 20 branches
with 1750 members and growing.
District South has 12 branches and
covers Southern Spain.
The main work of the Legion in
Spain and its Members is Welfare,
a considerable task due to the high

percentage of elderly retired British
people. Adjoining Welfare is the Poppy Appeal now a year round activity
not just for November. The 2009
Appeal in Spain raised a record
101,000 euros plus – and this in a
time of crisis! If nothing else I feel
this proves the respect we ex-pats
have for the Legion.
As in UK so in Spain the Legion is
developing and moving forward.
While we remember those who died
in all the past conflicts of 90 years
plus those conflicts still on-going
with lives being lost or damaged we
also take care of those around us.
That is The Royal British Legion today. You can join us if you will, you do
not need to be ex-Service, be part of
a new social group, enjoy discounts
and benefits, join in Branch activities and make a difference.
Or e.mail recruitment.rbl.dns@
gmail.com or
www.spainnorth.legionbranches.
net If joining our Spanish Legion
community is not for you I am sure
you will be supporting us through
the Poppy Appeal and associated
fund-raising events, plus we now
have year-round boxes in many Costa Blanca venues. Contact us if you
would like such a box for your bar
or club-house through Tony Dengate
on poppy.rbl.dns@gmail.com
Later this year we will be unveiling
our plans to celebrate the 90th anniversary of The Royal British Legion
in Alicante in 2011 with a magnificent and unforgettable event.
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12

13
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1. The Good Companions (1929)
was the first successful work of
which English novelist and
dramatist?
2. In a music hall song by Harry
Champion, which line precedes:
“I got married to the widder next
door.”?
3. Vespertilio is a genus of what
creature?
4. What is the title of the
controversial memoirs of former
UK intelligence officer Peter
Wright, published in 1987?
5. What is the commonly used
abbreviation for polyvinyl
chloride?
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6. In hurling how many points
are scored if the ball passes
under the goal’s crossbar?
7. Who was the wife of King
Arthur and lover of Sir
Lancelot?
8. Who wrote the novel The
Great Gatsby, featuring a
character named Sigourney,
which inspired Sigourney
Weaver’s choice of stage
name?
9. Who recorded the bestselling album Music Box?
10. The port of Grimsby stands
at the mouth of which river?

QH

AU

AG

UO

UR

LR

AB

RE

AO

TE
HB

NS

EO

E

A R K

Guidelines:
23 Good; 27 Very Good; 30 Excellent.

C O P

NS

YL

AU

PG

NI
EP

YR

THE EQUALISER
MAGIC SQUARE
IMPLORED TIME
10
8
LORD
3
3
4
USING all 16 letters of the phrase above,
3
6
form four words each of four letters which
will fit in the grid to form
9
3
2
a magic square in which
the words can be read
6
3
both horizontally and

K

HOW many words of four letters or more
can you make from this Nonagram? Each
word must use the central letter, and each
letter may be used only once. At least one
word using all nine letters can be found.

BI

PREVIOUS SOLUTION:
(1) Across – Group; Ounce; Lisle. Down –
Growl; Oinks; Peeve.
(2) Across – Walks; Raita; Eager. Down –
Worse; Lying; Stair.

NONAGRAM

PLACE a different arithmetical
sign (add, subtract, multiply,
divide) in each circle so that
the total of each line across
and down is the same.

vertically.

S O B

PREVIOUS SOLUTION:
goal; ogre; arts; less.

WORD PYRAMID
SPELL out a 15-letter word or phrase
by moving from one chamber to
another within the pyramid. You
may only enter each of the
chambers once and may only
proceed through openings in
O
the walls. The first letter may
appear in any of the
N
chambers.

Any word found in the Concise Oxford Dictionary (Tenth
Edition) is eligible with the following exceptions: proper
nouns; plural nouns, pronouns and possessives; third person singular verbs;
hyphenated words; contractions and abbreviations; vulgar slang words; variant
spellings of the same word (where another variant is also eligible).

PREVIOUS SOLUTION: esprit; inept; inspire; instep; nipper; nippier; nippiest; pent; pepsin; penis; peri; pert; pest; pier; pine; PINSTRIPE; pint; pipe;
piper; pipit; piste; prep; priest; print; prise; pristine; ripe; ripen; ripest; sept;
sipper; sippet; snip; snipe; sniper; snippet; snippier; spent; spin; spine;
spinier; spinet; spire; spirit; spirt; spit; spite; sprint; sprit; sprite; step; stipe;
strep; strip; stripe; stripper; tiepin; tipper; tipsier; trip; tripe.

SUDOKU

Quiz Challenge

9

26

11

S

7

HERE are two miniature five-square
crosswords using the same grid – but the
letters have been mixed up. You have to
work out which letters belong to which
crossword.

PREVIOUS SOLUTION:

B

No. 1872

FIVE ALIVE
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PREVIOUS SOLUTION:
On the never-never.

O

I

L
M

A
U

T

Perform the first calculation in each
line first and ignore the
mathematical law which says
you should always perform
division and multiplication
before
addition
and
subtraction.

P
T

E

THERE is just one simple rule in Sudoku. Each row and each column must contain the numbers 1
to 9, and so must each 3 x 3 box. This is a logic puzzle, and you should not need to guess.

Easy

E
P

R

PREVIOUS
SOLUTION:
Clockwise from
top left –
subtract; add;
divide;
multiply.
Total: 2.

SUDOKU
Hard

3

5 4 2
7 2
8
5
1
4
9
6 7
9
9
4
1 6
8 5
6
1
3
8 6
7
6
3
9 5
3

PREVIOUS
SOLUTIONS:
Easy
7
1
9
6
2
5
4
3
8

2
3
6
4
1
8
5
9
7

8
5
4
3
7
9
6
2
1

4
7
2
1
8
3
9
5
6

9
6
1
2
5
7
8
4
3

5
8
3
9
6
4
1
7
2

1
2
5
7
4
6
3
8
9

3
4
7
8
9
1
2
6
5

6
9
8
5
3
2
7
1
4

4
3
6
9
2
8
1
5
7

9
6
2
4
7
5
8
3
1

8
7
1
2
9
3
6
4
5

5
4
3
8
6
1
2
7
9

1
5
9
7
8
4
3
2
6

3
2
4
6
5
9
7
1
8

6
8
7
1
3
2
5
9
4

Hard
7
1
5
3
4
6
9
8
2

2
9
8
5
1
7
4
6
3

2

3

4

5

7
6

10

EACH number in our Cross Code grid represents a different letter
of the alphabet. You have three letters in the control grid to start
you off. Enter them in the appropriate squares in the main grid,
then use your knowledge of words to work out which letters
should go in the missing squares.
As you get the letters, fill in other squares with the same number
in the main grid and control grid. Check off the alphabetical list of
letters as you identify them.
1

1

19

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD

PREVIOUS SOLUTION: 1 Opus Dei; 2 Pygmalion; 3 Gold; 4 Enid Blyton; 5
Birdseye frozen peas; 6 168; 7 Pontius Pilate; 8 Kirk Douglas; 9 The African; 10
Blur.

26

25
25

6
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3 4
2
7
9 2
6
8 1 7
3
9 7
5 2
8
4
6
3
1
2 8 5
1
9
2

8
10

11
11

10

15
16

12

15

13

12

15

14

16

17

18
20

21

24

19

20
22

23

23

ACROSS

DOWN

1. Seize an opportunity
involving some risk (4,1,6)
7. Blissfully unaware? (8)
8. What a radiator is required
to do in the atrium (4)
9. Until now it has been a froglike creature (4)
11. One who is not in the group
is unlikely to win (8)
13. Agree unconditionally not to
start (5)
14. Establish a lead in the
tennis match (3,2)
16. Having become too big for
his boots? (8)
18. Have a quick look at the
southern vessel (4)
21. Leading sea power (4)
22. State falls in Africa (8)
23. We back the majority in
being the farthest to the left
(11)

1. Score a dozen more (6-3)
2. Understand you’re first to a
country in Africa (5)
3. Jaunty song by young
beginner (4)
4. Finish conversation with an
emotional problem (4-2)
5. Alone she cannot succeed
(2-7)
6. Beware of the pothole (4)
10. Stagecoach industry (9)
12. Feeling sorry when about to
shut up worker (9)
15. Whale I disturbed for some
time (6)
17. On high like a tree (4)
19. Dog has one circular object
that is rare (5)
20. Gun found in the East End
(4)

QUICK CROSSWORD
1

2

3

4

5

8

6

7

9

9

10

10

11

11

12

14
16

5

13

13

15

17

18
19

21

19
23

20
22

23

25

26
28

27

24

24
25
29

30

31

ACROSS

DOWN

PREVIOUS SOLUTIONS:

1. Pupa (9)
6. Feel remorse
(3)
8. Maybe (7)
9. Apart (5)
10. Exclusively (4)
11. Cacophony (3)
13. Manage (4)
14. Eulogy (5)
16. Liar (6)
18. Against (6)
19. Interlace (5)
21. Warmth (4)
22. Secret agent
(3)
23. Containers (4)
27. Earlier in time
(5)
28. Self-centred
person (7)
30. Bracing cable
(3)
31. Global (9)

1. Item of headwear
(3)
2. Pastoral (5)
3. Neuter an animal
(4)
4. Famous film dog
(6)
5. Remain (4)
6. Catastrophic (7)
7. Mid-morning
snack (9)
10. Ready-made
(3,3,3)
11. Ventures (5)
12. Labourer
(colloq.) (5)
14. Church bench (3)
15. Born as (3)
17. Canonise (7)
20. Seem (6)
24. Legal defence (5)
25. Forehead (4)
26. Fearless (4)
29. Golf peg (3)

CRYPTIC: Across – 1
Lawn tennis; 7 Remit; 8
Villain; 10 Mudguard; 11
Film; 13 Depose; 15
Cannon; 17 Norm; 18
Reinvest; 21 Aligned; 22
Torso; 23 Platelayer.
Down – 1 Lamed; 2 Wet
nurse; 3 Tavern; 4 Nile; 5
Iranian; 6 Prima donna; 9
Nomination; 12 Mainstay;
14 Partial; 16 Kendal; 19
Error; 20 Unit.
QUICK: Across – 1
Squabble; 5 Dais; 7
Edelweiss; 9 Pure; 10
Corm; 11 Satyr; 14 Maori;
15 Oxide; 16 Taint; 17
Niece; 18 Opine; 19 Steer;
22 Pour; 24 Moot; 26
Surrender; 27 Yarn; 28
Election.
Down – 1 Ship; 2 Aide; 3
Balsa; 4 Enemy; 5 Disc; 6
Stampede; 7 Erroneous; 8
Solicitor; 11 Sites; 12 Tribe;
13 Rotor; 14 Monopoly; 20
Terse; 21 Ernie; 23 Ruin; 24
Melt; 25 Thin.
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A Little Miracle in Castellon
By Derek Workman

Font de la Salut Deciples adoring the Virgen

Font de la Salut sculpture detail

The Church of Font de la Salut

The road from Vinarós, the coastal town at the northern tip of Castellon Province, passes through
wide open countryside decorated
with ranks of orange, lemon and
almond groves disappearing
into Cataluña before it reaches
the twisting slopes that take the
traveller up to the hilltop town of
Morella. While there is no doubting the beauty of this historic city,
few people will have realised that
only twenty minutes after leaving
the coastline they have passed
one of the many gems that sparkle shyly throughout the Valencian Community.
Shortly after you pass Traiguera,
a small sign tells you that a lefthand turn will take you to the
Reíal Santuari Verge Font de la
Salut. A series of stone crosses
line the narrow road, showing you
that you are going somewhere
special. It’s only when you arrive
that you realise just how special
it is.
The first thing you see are four
stone pillars supporting a square
canopy over a stone cross, but as
you turn down towards them the
cleft in the valley opens up to reveal a chronology of architectural
styles from the XV century until
present day. Gothic, Renaissance,
Baroque and Neoclassical, interwoven with the popularist architecture of the Maestrazgo.
The story goes that two young
goatherds, Anastasio and Jaime
Sorlí, were tending their flock in
the mountains where the sanctuary is now built, a dry and
sterile land. One of them (history doesn’t record which) was
extremely thirsty but had no water. He saw one of the goats rummaging through the thick grass
of a ravine, and when it brought
its head up its beard was soaked
with water. The boy rushed up to
where the goat was drinking and
saw a small fountain gushing
from the earth. He drank his fill,
and when he looked up he saw a
vision of the Virgin Mary. The boy

had been unable to speak from
birth, but when he saw the vision
he thanked her, in the Valenciano
language, for the refreshing
drink.
A small wooden temple was built
to celebrate the miracle, and the
legend spread quickly through
the Kingdom of Valencia, Cataluña and Aragon. Sometime at
the end of the 14th century or
beginning of the 15th a permanent temple was constructed in
what was then known as the ‘Vall
del Miracle’. Kings, cardinals,
archbishops and civic authorities visited ‘la Font de la Salut de
Triaguera’, achieving its greatest
splendour during the 16th century under the protection of the
‘Asuturias’, Kings Carlos I and
Felipe II, at which time it was one
of the four or five most important
sanctuaries in Spain, and certainly the most important in the
Kingdom of Valencia.
Historians seem unable to agree
on the exact date of the miracle,
citing a fifty-year span from 1384
to 1434, but on 8 September
1439, the day of the festival of
the Virgin, the first stone of the
Gothic temple was laid.
The importance of the sanctuary was not only spiritual, but
also economical. The hostal for
those engaged in the various romarias, the pilgrimages that have
always been an essential part of
the Font de la Salut’s existence,
was thought to be self-sufficient
in may of the daily necessities of
life, as was common practice in
many convents and monasteries
of the time, with olives, cereals
and fruits grown on the lands surrounding the sanctuary.
Little work of any consequence
had been done for almost 270
years until the Town Hall of
Traiguera was awarded funds
from the Cultural Department
of the Generalitat Valenciana,
and in 1986 the Escuela Taller
began restoration work. The Escuelas Taller is a government

funded body that provides workshop training in many specialised
building and restoration work and
is responsible for much of the
restoration found in the Valencian Community.
As you enter the sanctuary
grounds you are struck by the
benign mix of architectural styles;
painted facades next to gothic
arches, next to rustic Maestrazgo stonework – next to a run of
barbeques built into a long stone
wall to keep visitors happy.
A saunter down the side of the
baroque entrance to the temple,
under low stone arches, brings
you to a small courtyard, in the
cobbled centre of which is set,
curiously, the off-set stones of
a game of hop-scotch. Ornate
paintwork surrounds the door
and window frames. To the left,
three curved stone steps lead you
through a modest doorway, and a
short flight of stairs polished by
the feet of centuries brings you
to a small landing. Should you
choose to turn right, your first
sight will be of the most appalling
floor tiles have ever seen in a religious edifice, but as you step into
the church your jaw drops as you
witness some of the most stunning ecclesiastical decoration executed to the glory of God.
The paintwork is that of Vinarós
baroque artist Eugenio Guilló
Barceló who, at the time of its
completion in 1736, was the foremost artist of ecclesiastic painting in Spain. Almost every inch is
covered with symbolic imagery
glorifying the Virgin Mary - the
miracle of the Virgin, procession
from Traiguera, the Virgin venerated by the congregation of the
sanctuary, ‘la virgen gloriosa’
– and biblical characters and stories cascade over the arches and
down pillars. Anywhere that isn’t
painted is intricately carved, attributed to the Valenciano sculptors Francisco Esteve and Antonio Salvador, who completed the
work in the mid 1720’s.

The effect is genuinely awesome,
especially when accompanied by
the classical music that plays quietly in the background, creating a
sense of tranquillity. It is very easy
to be overcome with emotion.
A display of photos as you enter
the room opposite gives a vivid
idea of just how big the restoration job was, and when you look
at the mind-numbingly intricate
woodwork patterns on the doors
and windows, faithfully copied
from the originals, you realise just
how high the level of training is
at these Escuelas Taller. Almost
six centuries since the miracle
that caused its founding, through
fame and fortune, development
and destruction, the Font de la
Salut has been restored to its
former glory. Whilst much of the
work has been completed, part
of the paintwork on the interior of
the church is still being restored
and building repairs and stonework continue. Even so, the Reíal
Santuarí de la Mare de Deu de la
Font de la Salut Tríaguera is worthy of the detour from the route to
its more renowned neighbour.
Please note; the restoration of
the buildings is an on-going process and they may not all be open
at the time of your visit.
This article is part of an excursion
taken from Derek Workman’s
book, Inland Trips from the Costa
Blanca, twenty-two excursions
through Castellon, Valencia and
Alicante. This and Small Hotels
and Inns of Eastern Spain, eighty
charming small hotels and casas
rurales, are available from most
good books shops or direct from
the publisher, Santana Books,
www.santanabooks.com or Tel.
95 248 5838.
To discover more about Spain,
visit www.derekworkman-journalist.com and http://derekworkman.wordpress.com. http://valpaparazzi.wordpress.com
are
random notes about life in Spain.

The Cross at the Font de la Salut

Font de la Salut decorated window
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Who knocked the ‘wind’ out of windows?
Many Spanish homes have problems with
condensation related mould, and the issue
has been aggravated in recent years with
over sealing of the living space via modern
window units.
We only have to analyse the word ‘Window’ or
‘Ventana’ to soon realise that in recent years
the whole purpose of this building element
has been overlooked, especially in Spain:The word window originates from the old
Norse ‘vindauga’, from ‘vindr – wind’ and
‘auga – eye’, i.e. “wind eye”.
Window is first recorded in the early 13th
century, and originally referred to an unglazed hole in a roof. From Webster’s 1828
Dictionary: Window, n. [ G. The vulgar pronunciation is windor, as if from the Welsh gwyntdor, wind-door.]
It is clear from the above that the primary
function of a ‘window’ or ‘ventana’ is for ventilation. Original glass free windows would
have included an animal skin or later a
wooden shutter. Eventually glass was fitted
and sometimes very thin marble. (The latin
word ‘fenestra’ describes a window fitted
with glass). Unfortunately in Spain (unlike
northern Europe) most window units fail to
include ‘trickle’ ventilation, which normally
comprises a small vent slot or holes above
each casement. A lack of trickle ventilation
when combined with neoprene seals, means
an airtight unit and air tight is not good news
when it comes to living spaces. We cannot
live in plastic bags, and yet that is what many
modern Spanish houses, or older houses
with new replacement windows have turned
out to be. Imagine constructing a stable in
this way, with door and ‘Window’ fully sealed,
you would expect your horse to get pretty
steamed up! Ventilation and some draught is
not a bad thing, in fact it is essential when
creating comfortable and healthy living spaces.
In building design I am an advocate for actually including a proper ‘ventana’ e.g. to bedrooms and bathrooms in the form of a small
secure vent hole. This might typically be of
15cm width and 30cm height (far too small
to represent a security risk) and ideally incorporating a fly mesh. Closure might be via
an adjustable louvered shutter, or solid shutter, or even glass casement , but essentially
the idea is that this ‘ventana’ can be open
for much of the day and night without allowing for the ingress of any unwanted intruders

Need an Extra Pair of Hands ?
I can help......From Light Building
and Painting to General Odd Jobs
or, Just a helping hand.....
Cheap Hourly rate Very Reliable
Chiva, Turis, Macastre,
Montserrat Areas

Call Mark 691235211
Ontinyent
& Bocairent
Builders

Bricklaying,Tiling,
Loft conversions,
Extensions,
Carpenter & Joiner

Contact Joe on 676041413
timber.designs@hotmail.com

All aspects of building work
and hard landscaping
Portfolio availbale

Contact Gary
678946301

Tree Surgery
Landscaping
Garden Maintanence
Tel 962443842
Mobile 652020655

DETECTING WATER LEAKS
Without destruction ;

Email 962443842 @telefonica.net

Stairs,doors.windows,
Furniture & More.
Call Eddie on
962 135 731 or 619 679 873.

REGISTERED
CONSTRUCTOR

€195 + IVA

D.H Garden Services

Want something you
can’t buy?
I can make it!

FORMER UK
MARSHALLS

bugs or vermin. Adding just one such vent to
each of two opposing elevations of your property (preferably on each level) and leaving
them open for much of the time will make a
big difference to air circulation in the living
space and normally combat issues such as
mould growth. Whilst tilt and turn windows
allow for ventilation, they will typically not be
left open enough, especially when owners
are worried about security.
In addition to providing miniature units serving as vents, it is advisable to ensure that all
windows include trickle vents especially for
bathrooms and bedrooms. Older non sealed
window units might typically be draughty
enough, but if your windows (whether of timber, aluminium or UPVC) include rubber seals
but not vents, you must improve ventilation.
NB:- The small holes often found at sill level on modern units are drain holes and not
vents, though some installers will claim them
to be so, these low level holes do not ventilate the living space. Trickle vents should be
fitted at high level and ideally be left open all
year.
NB:- Information for advice purposes only.
Proper safety precautions should be taken
and legal procedures followed when carrying
out all works.
Information provided by Mark Paddon BSc
Hons Building Surveying. MCIOB. Structural
Surveys throughout Valencia and Alicante
. www.surveysspain.com T: 962807247 M:
653733066 . Free 15 page property buyer’s
guide and advice available via e-mail request
to markpaddon@terra.es
Mark Paddon 2010

To within the nearest centimetre, with the latest equipment
(Detectors+Cameras)
We locate+repair every water leak
inside & outside of buildings and
underground. Tel. 671 092 424

www.tecfonta.com

Registered in Spain

D.H
Building Services
All aspects of building and
constuction works undertaken from Full Reforms to
Swimming pools
Plant Hire Available
With Driver

Fully Legal and registered
in Spain
Tel 962443842
Mobile 652020655
Email

962443842 @telefonica.net

CHAIN LINK FENCING
Rigid Perimeter
Fencing & Walls For a free
No Obligation Quote
Please visit

www.Billericky.com
or call 962 384 094
628 613 350

All electrical work undertaken
Full re-wires to single sockets
Solar Energy Systems
Supplied, installed
and maintained
Generator repairs and
servicing
Alarm Systems also fitted
All areas covered
24 hour call out
Call Martin: 626870197
Email:mbrelectrical@yahoo.com

Plumbing,
Heating
and all

Pool

Maintenance.
Free advice.
Call Mike: 60784503
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It’s tee time
Put away your England football
shirt. The golfing look is leaner,
keener and swinging.
ootball competitions may be a
sartorial nightmare – overweight
men in ill-fitting sportswear with
paint smeared on their faces are
never going thought of as fashion role
models – but golf is an altogether
classier affair. The biennial Ryder
Cup is being held in Wales this
autumn, and the teams will be,
as ever, adhering to the strict
rules of shirts with collars and no
jeans. Football fans take note.
Jacamo has the smart casual
look to a tee (sigh) with soft grey
chinos, a great wardrobe basic that will
suit even the most garish top, as will pale
chinos by Maine New England. Easily the
favourite style of top seen on the green is
the polo shirt, such as this light blue top

F

from Next with a dark blue collar. Stripes have been a
big trend for 2010 so stylish golfers will snap up this
dark polo shirt with citrus stripes from St George
by Duffer at Debenhams, while Ben Sherman
throws some colour into the mix with a bold
red shirt. J!NX Identity's black polo is perfect
for the less ostentatious. And when the chill
gets too much then slip on this moss green vneck from BHS and some bright lambswool
socks from Viyella.
We love this organic canvas baseball
cap from Kangol for keeping the sun out of
your eyes. For expert sight across the
course in all weathers then the golfer's
must-have is the Bushnell Pro 1600
Tournament Edition Laser Rangefinder. Used
by pros and keen amateurs alike, it has a
range of 5-1600 yards and 7x magnification.
Almost more impressive than a hole-in-one.

4

2

3

7

5

6

1 Bushnell Golf. Sergio Garcia using
Bushnell Pro 1600 Laser Rangefinder
for Golf, £340.
2 Jacamo. Fashion chino in grey, £25.
3 Debenhams. Maine New England
worker Chino, £30.
4 J!NX. Identity Shadowstep polo, £24.99

8

5 Debenhams. St George by Duffer
striped polo shirt, £25.
6 Next. Polo Shirt, £25.
7 Jacamo. Ben Sherman polo shirt in
red, £40.
8 BHS. Men's V-neck jumper, £14.
9 Viyella. Lambswool socks, £12.
9

10 Kangol. Organic canvas
baseball, £13.

10

All photography courtesy of PRshots

SPAIN UK SPAIN
Removals & Deliveries

Regular Trips undertaken
Single items to full truck loads
Fully insured for goods in transit

Large Box Trailer available
Large car trailer available to
deliver your car or van safely

Tel 671797151

spainukspain@hotmail.co.uk

Speedy Service
Assured

European Delivery and CollecTel - Spain 0034 962 132 441
Mob - Spain 0034 630 730283
Mob - UK 07903 031 048
Mail - eurovan@hotmail.co.uk

ADVERTISING from
12,50 per month

MOVERS
Spain-Uk-Spain
Regular trips
Full load, ½ load,
part load
Deliveries and
Collections in spain
Free estimate
Tel : 666810338

www.manwithavan.es

Man & Large Van

WPH Plant hire

• 1.5 and 3 ton excavators
• Tippers, trailers, dumpers and motorized
wheelbarrows.
• Generators,pumps,concrete breakers and saws.
• Strimmers,brush-cutters and garden shredders.
• Wide variety of electrical tools.

Ring 628252483 for reasonable rates

STORAGE UNIT
Low Rates Secure Unit
1 hour from Valenica city
1 hour from Alicante City.
Tel 634153664

House Clearence

Antiques & jewellery

Having a Clear Out? Moving
Home? Give us a call, we will take
it off your hands. GOOD PRICES
PAID Any Area throughout the
Costa Blanca
Tel 686198531

PLANTS FOR SALE

Bedding plants, Shrubs, Palms, Conifers, Fruit Trees, Vegetables

40 years Experience Free advice

GARDEN & HOUSE
CLEARENCE

Removals & Collection with
large Ford Luton Van
Tel Harry

962201481 - 689142358

informacion@lenasparra.com

Why buy when you can hire

Removals & Collections, House, Garage & Garden
Clearance Airport runs -All Areas covered
Free Quote, No Obligation

Tel 961105196/ 622276463

www.lenasparra.com

GOLD WANTED

PRIVATE CASH
BUYER WILL PAY GOOD PRICE FOR ALL YOUR
UNWANTED SOLID GOLD ITEMS:- GOLD COINS

– BRACELETS – CHAINS CHARMS - NECKLACES – RINGS
– PENDANTS EVEN BROKEN JEWELLERY OR ODD ITEMS ANY
QUANTITY. BASED NEAR XATIVA BUT COVERING . INLAND
& COASTAL TRADER AREA . CALL NOW TEL/FAX

962132815 OR Mob659835036

PC & Computers
Email, Internet, Wireless setup
Anti virus & spy-ware
Installation and support
Hardware upgrades & backup
Microsoft certified engineer

Call Michael 638127717 Xativa

C&G

BUILDERS,

REFORMS

All aspects of building works
Pool Reforms - Floors - Roofs -TilingKitchens & Bathrooms fitted - Plumbing,- Rewires and dry lining.

Friendly service,and good on
your pocket.
CONTACT
CHRIS OR GARY.
TEL 965475509
MOB 695427300

Legally
Registered
in Spain
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PRIVATE PROPERTY

SALES in Spain

BELLUS, VALENCIA
189,000

ONTINYENT, VALENCIA
340,000

BUY direct from the owner
www.thespanishpropertyshop.com
Business Premises
For rent
Business premises and
living accommodation for
sale in the sought after
historic quarter of Xativa.
Situated in a busy pedestrian street en route to
the twice weekly Xativa
market. Rare freehold opportunity and is suitable
for multiple purposes.

Fantastic Villa with 4 bedrooms on a plot
of 18,000m2. Minutes from the village
and 30 minutes from Gandia and the
beach. Investmnt opportunity for a place
n the sun or holiday rental business.

Mr & Mrs Norwood
(0034) 962293271 699758557.

ONTINYENT . Casa Sirrah, 10,000m2 plot. Landscaped gardens, private forest area, large Driveway
parking for 5+ cars, almond orchard, 10 x 5 filtered
pool. On two levels, down stairs, 2 bedroom Bathroom, American style kitchen dinner lounge. Upper
level 4 bedrooms, Kitchen breakfast room. Large
lounge and terrace. Bathroom. swimming pool 10 x 5
filtered with Roman steps. Valued at 475,000 –asking Price 320,000€ Tel Lou 618329511

Email anne.harris48@yahoo.co.uk

September 2010

Tel 902733622

The property offers 50m2 over 4 floors. In need of
total refurbishment but we are informed the roof
has been replaced within the last 3 years.
Tel 964412563

FOR RENT

INDUSTRIAL UNIT
IN XATIVA, poligono Cami Estret, Near Eroski, 2 elevatiing
doors, 400m2 1400 euos a month

Tel 696476429

• How it works
•
•
•
•

You take the enquires
You do the viewings
You agree the sale
You Save 1000’s of
Euros
• And increase the
chance of selling your
property

Benefits

If you don´t have to consider agents fees
which amount to 5 or 6 % of the selling price.
You can reduce the price of the property. A reduction of 5000 euros or more on the advertised price can make the difference between
a client viewing or not in the first place. More
viewings, means more chance of selling. Plus
for just 200 euros you can be sure your property will be seen in print and on the web every
month until it is sold. Call today 618329511

More information on all these properties and more at www.thespanishpropertyshop.com
ALCOSSEBRE, CASTELLON
159,000

XATIVA, VALENCIA
285,000
•
•
•
•

5 Bedroom House with Swimming pool
and Garage. 4 Double Bedrooms, 1 Single.
150m2 Build, 7000m2 Fenced Plot. Bright
spacious property with a good size kitchen.
Garage suitable for conversion into a flat
for relatives or rental income. Solar Power
* no electricity bills. just 10 mins drive from
beaches Contact

Large property tastefully reformed to high standard, Lots of
extras. Must be seen
3 Bedrooms, Reception ,
Lounge, American style kitchen
with Island, Pool Bar.
Office, Garages Store. 2 pools

Town House Vall De
Gallinera, ALICANTE 99,000

GENOVES, VALENCIA
249.000

Property Sell or Exchange considered in the Chesterfield or Alfreton
area (Derbyshire).
Contact Mrs Scutt on

96 6406505

Susan Tel 634153664

3 bedrooms
Ensuite x 2. Swimming pool
Lounge, Dinning room Kitchen
store rooms pond gardens.

Carol Tel 0034 634154280

Mandy TEL 698201986
mad_mandy_666@hotmail.com

Now is the time to start marketing your property with www.thespanishpropertyshop.com
MURCIA
RODA GOLF & BEACH RESORT

PLA DE CORALS VALENCIA
490,000

Resale opportunity of a 3 bedroom home
with 2 bathrooms and private terrace. Floor
area of 95 m². Ground floor property with
private underground car park and storage room included in the price. Communal
swimming pools and lifts.

Tel Vincens 696 476 429

Set in plot of 5000m2 with
497m2 of construction.
Looking for something unique and special in
a property contact 634153664

CATALUNYA
180,000

BENIDORM, ALICANTE
frontline 320,000

Catalunya. Semi -Detached Bungalow

10 metres from Poniente beach with uninterrupted views acroos the entire bay. Apartment
block set in private secure grounds with swimming pool , lawns , basketball and play areas.
Underground parking space + 2 individual locked
store rooms. ( Further parking space and 2 stores
available if required)Fantastic Investment opportunity rarely available in this residential block Tel
634153664

PRICE 160,000 euros
Two Bedrooms, Swimming Pool,
Attractive Garden. 400 sqm Plot.

Alan Richardson
(0034) 977270968 or
627008302

See you property in print and on the web Tel 618329511
100 € for 6 months or take up our special offer of 200€ until sold*.
*i.v.a not included. Price changes and amendments to contact details can be made during the booked period. The client is responsible to confirm continued advertising is required after 12 months

September 2010
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Where do we Deliver
Inland & Coastal Trader

Front Entrance
Carrefour
GANDIA Valencia

Display advert
from 12,50 euros
a month
can you afford
not to!

Carrefour Distribution Points

Vinaros Restarante Croissanteria . Gandia / Front Entrance.
Carrefour Eliana Cafe
Carrefour Cocentaina Cafe
Carrefour Petera Sweet shop and Cafe
Carrefour Sagunto Cafe
Carrefour Paterna Cafe
Carrefour Villa Real Lottery
Carrefour Alzira Cafe
Carrefour Massanasa Cafe
Carrefour Onda Coffee Shop express
Carrefour Reus Carrefour
Carrefour Tarregona
Carrefour Tortosa
Carrefour Torredembarra

Barcelona
Tarragona

Download FREE www.thetraderonline.es
PROVINCE
ALBACETTE
Almansa
Caudete

PROVINCE
ALICANTE
Alcocer de
Planes
Alcoy
Alfafara
Algueña
Almudaina
Alqueria
d’Asnar (l’)
Banyeres
de Mariola
Beneixama
Beniarrés
Benifato
Benilloba
Benillup
Benimarfull
Benimassot
Biar
Cañada
Castalla
Cocentaina
Quatretondeta
Dénia
Elda
Famorca
Gaianes
Orxa (l’)
Millena
Monóvar
Muro de
Alcoy
Ondara
Onil
Pedreguer
Pego
Petrer
Planes
Salinas
Sax
Verger (el)
Villena

PROVINCE
BARCELONA
Sitges
Sant Pere
de Ribes
Cubelles
Castelldefels

Barcelona
City
Eixample
Raval
San Cugat
Borne
El Prat De
Llobregat
Les Corts
PROVINCE
CASTELLON
Alcalà de
Xivert
Benicarló
Benicasim
Burriana
Cabanes
Càlig
Castellón de la
Plana
Oropesa
del Mar
Peñíscola
San Jorge
Torreblanca
Useras
Vall d’Alba
Vila-real
Vinaròs
PROVINCE
TARAGONA
Ampolla
Ametlla de
Mar
Cambrills
Flix
Ginestar
Mont Roig
Del Camp
Mora de
Ebre
Perrello
Rasquera
Reus
Riba Roja
D’Ebre
Roquetes
Tarragona
Tortosa
Vila Seca
Salou

PROVINCE
VALENCIA
Ador
Agullent
Albaida
Albal
Alberic
Alborache
Alboraya
Alzira

Alcúdia (l’)
Alcúdia de
Crespins
Aldaia
Alfafar
Alfauir
Alfarrasí
Algar de
Palancia
Algemesí
Alginet
Almiserà
Alpuente
Alqueria
de la
Comtessa
Andilla
Anna
Antella
Aielo de
Malferit
Aielo de
Rugat
Ayora
Barxeta
Barx
Bèlgida
Bellreguard
Bellús
Benagéber
Benaguasil
Benavites
Benetússer
Beniarjó
Beniatjar
Benicolet
Benifairó
de la
Valldigna
Benifaió
Benigánim
Benirredrà
Benisanó
Benissoda
Benisuera
Bétera
Bocairent
Bolbaite
Bonrepòs i
Mirambell
Bufali
Bugarra
Buñol
Burjassot
Canals
Canet d’En
Berenguer
Carcaixent
Càrcer
Carlet

Casinos
Castelló
de Rugat
Castellonet de la
Conquesta
Catadau
Catarroja
Corbera
Cortes de
Pallás
Quatretonda
Cullera
Chella
Cheste
Xirivella
Chiva
Chulilla
Daimús
Domeño
Eliana (l’)
Enguera
Ènova (l’)
Fontanars dels
Alforins
Foios
Font d’En
Carròs (la)
Font de
la Figuera
(la)
Gandia
Genovés
Gestalgar
Gilet
Godella
Godelleta
Granja de
la Costera
Guadasequies
Guadassuar
Guardamar de
la Safor
Jalance
Xeraco
Jarafuel
Xàtiva
Xeresa
Llíria
Losa del
Obispo
Llutxent
Llocnou
d’En
Fenollet
Llocnou
de Sant
Jeroni

Llanera de
Ranes
Llaurí
Llombai
Llosa de
Ranes (la)
Macastre
Manises
Manuel
Marines
Massamagrell
Massanassa
Meliana
Miramar
Mislata
Mogente/
Moixent
Moncada
Montserrat
Montaverner
Montesa
Montroy
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Navarrés
Novelé/
Novetlè
Oliva
Olocau
Olleria (l’)
Ontinyent
Otos
Paiporta
Palma de
Gandía
Palmera
Palomar
Paterna
Pedralba
Picanya
Picassent
Piles
Pinet
Polinyà de
Xúquer
Potríes
Pobla del
Duc (la)
Pobla de
Vallbona
(la)
Puig
Puçol
Quesa
Rafelbuñol/
Rafelbunyol
Rafelcofer
Rafel-

guaraf
Ráfol de
Salem
Real de
Gandía
Real de
Montroi
Requena
Riba-roja
de Túria
Rocafort
Rotglà i
Corberà
Rótova
Rugat
Sagunto/
Sagunt
Salem
Sempere
Serra
Siete
Aguas
Silla
Simat
de la
Valldigna
Sollana
Sueca
Sumacàrcer
Tavernes
de la
Valldigna
Teresa de
Cofrentes
Terrateig
Torrent
Turís
Utiel
Valencia
Vallada
Vallés
Villalonga
Vilamarxant
Villanueva
de Castellón
Villar del
Arzobispo
Yátova
Yesa (La)
Zarra
Gátova
San
Antonio de
Benagéber
Benicull
de Xúquer
And More

Catello de
Plana
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FREE

Private Classifeds

Monthly Advertising
Basic display ad
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6cmx9cm 33.00€

under 500€
25 words max.
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over 25 words
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Car, property
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www.spanishfootballsports.blogspot.com
ENZO ZIDANE | THE DILEMMA
: PLAY FOR SPAIN OR PLAY FOR
FRANCE?
ENZO ZIDANE is the 15 year old son of World
Football French Legend ZINEDINE ZIDANE &
is currently lifting eyebrows here in the REAL
MADRID junior team & with Spanish Football
observers. The youngster has apparently inherited the style & playing finesse of his father & may soon make a serious jump in level
in his early career which calls for a mayor decision.
Enzo was born in France in 1995 & also has a
Spanish passport thanks to his mother, both
her parents are Spanish from El Chive town
in the region of Almeria in Southern Spain.
The Spanish Football Authorities are thinking in calling up young Enzo for the Spanish
U 16 National Team, something that needs
serious thought because if he decides to take
the invitation the player will shut the door to
the French National side. Something similar
occured with FC Barcelona player Bojan Krkic
who decided in favour of Spain over Serbia.
Apparently the final decision will be taken up
& made on behalf of Enzo by his father Zinedine. Which country will they choose?

September 2010

Tel 902733622

Having a clear out
Looking for furniture
Buying or Selling
Visit
www.thewarehousespain.com

FIFA GOLDEN BALL 2010 | XAVI HERNNADEZ VOTED WINNERS
BY SPANISH INTERNET READERS
It is still three months away
before this years FIFA GOLDEN BALL winner is decided &
announced. The Marketing
Machine has its motor running with full gas as a string
of comments have been
made public by Football personalities & media with their
opinions on who deserves

the prize. Real Madrid Coach
José Mourinho gave his opinion that the winner should be
Wesley Sneijder, Manchester
United Coach Alex Ferguson
supports Diego Milito, FC
Barcelona player & candidate
Xavi supports Lionel Messi
while sources inside UEFA
& FIFA are said to like Diego

Forlan.
Spanish Sporting paper “Marca” didn´t want to miss the
predicting party & did an online survey which managed a
participation rate of 23.000
readers during the 12 hours
that the voting was open.

DID INTER MILAN OFFER REAL MADRID SAMUEL ETO´O FOR
25M€? IF TRUE, WHY DID REAL MADRID REJECT THE OFFER?
The rumour is hot in Italy, so hot that it has
not gone away even after the players transfer
period window shut last Wednesday the 1st
of September. Did INTER MILAN really offer
SAMUEL ETO´O to REAL MADRID? It’s the talk
of the “Calcio”, gossip that has reached Spanish media who are now analyzing if true & if
Real Madrid missed a bargain.
The apparent idea according to the rumour
was that Inter Milan desired to receive 25M€
for the sale of Eto´o to Real Madrid & in turn
invest that acquired money to sign Brazilian
Robinho & thus take the player away from
arch rival AC Milan. A valid strategy if you
consider that now AC Milan has a formidable
forward line with Pato, Ibrahimovic & Robinho
with the potential to seriously compete with
Inter for the “Scudetto” & other titles.
What about Real Madrid? The suspected reasons behind the rejection of Samuel Eto´o
are:
• His elevated price – 25M€ - according to
Real Madrid
• His age, 29 years old
two reasons which at first sight lack sufficient
weight to explain a rejection of this magnitude
& quality of player.
Real Madrid Coach José Mourinho wanted a
third forward, a true Nº9 that would complement Higuain & Benzema, especially if one of
them got injured, in order to remain competitive in all three competitions: La Liga, Spanish
Cup & Champions League. The idea was to
have a “substitute” forward ready to come on

when needed, & here seems to be the REAL
problem; that someone like Eto´o would never take comfortably the role of being a substitute. Real Madrid directives may have rejected
Samuel Eto´o, however attractive that it could
have been, because the player is a dressing
room “time-bomb” waiting to explode in such
conditions. This, & his past “anti – Real Madrid” comments while at FC Barcelona, may
have shut the door as the player may have
earned himself some enemies at Madrid who
do not forgive.

Register and receive a monthly update
of new Stock and products. And be
the first to know about the not to be
missed bargains.

Register for FREE

Interested in selling your stuff ?
Private or Business, You can sell YOUR
unwanted items, New or Second hand goods,
cars or liquidated stock on
The Warehouse Spain website.
IT’S QUICK & SIMPLE

Visit the site and get started

Special offer
1st month FREE
FREE*
*Max 5 Adverts per person
From a solely Football perspective Eto´o
would have been a great asset for Real Madrid. However, the costs in the long run may
have been greater than the benefits, look at
Ibrahimovic with Barça, “strong personality”
players take their past baggage with them
– past & future.
Till Next Time Striker

CURRENTLY OVER 200
NEW AND USED ITEMS LISTED

FOR SALE

September 2010
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Pego Golf Society

– Competition Report – August 31st 2010

•
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Levante Golf Society

Friday 3rd September 2010
Oliva Nova Golf Club

The Winners Photo (from left to right): terry Collins, Dave Geeson, Rob Westlands, Mike Harding, Mike Cuerdon and Ken
Perkins.

A slightly overcast day,
with a forecast of sunshine and breezes, welcomed 39 society members and three guests to
Oliva Nova for this week’s
competition. Our guests
were Roger Teideman (a
‘holiday romance’ type
friend of Malcolm Cannon), Steve Fraser (Brian
Redfearn’s
son-in-law)
and John Costigan (an
almost constant guest,
this week invited by Stevie Legg). The guest prize
was won by Johnnie with a
well crafted 28 Stableford
points off a handicap of
11.7. I fear his points total
would not have been sufficient to get him among
the prizes on, quite literally, one of his society’s
(Montgo) days, but he did
avail himself of what I assume is their more relaxed
dress code by swanning
around the clubhouse in a
collarless shirt – we trust
he won’t be committing
this particular faux pas
again (although he could
be forgiven on this occasion as Campbell’s uncle,
a society member, was
similarly attired!!).
The weather was perfect
for golf and the course
was in decent condition,
though showing signs of
the recent hot weather
(greens burning up a bit,
the odd bare patch on
the fairways) and much
increased ‘holiday golfer’
traffic (divots not replaced,
unrepaired pitch marks);
once again I found the
greens a little slow, but
that comment loses all
credence in light of the excellent winning scores!
I would like to thank my
playing partners for a
very friendly and amusement filled round – Dave
Pointer, whose 20 points
on the front nine were not
matched by his collapse
on the back nine (14
points) but was still sufficient to get him among
the prizes – El Tel Leary,
Dave’s buggy partner,
who’s sense of humour

is overshadowed only by
his lack of decorum – and
our esteemed Captain,
Brian ‘he of the La Sella
headgear’ West, whose
excellent ball striking was
totally eclipsed by his lack
of direction, accumulating
a rather embarrassing 23
points! On the subject of
poor direction, Barry Levett may want to enrol his
electric trolley in an orientation course; whilst returning to the 16th green
to putt out he released his
trolley to run down the hill
towards the 17th tee. On
his arrival at the 17th tee
he was very perplexed as
to its whereabouts as it
was nowhere to be seen.
Whilst searching through
the undergrowth and
streams he dispatched
Trevor Nash up the 17th
fairway in case it had run
up there – Trevor returned
empty handed and Barry’s
perplexity was fast turning
to consternation. Someone then suggested that
they follow some tracks,
which led them across the
9th tee, across the 8th
fairway, across the 10th
fairway, through the rough,
finally ending up against
the wall close to the driving range, about 800 metres from where he’d last
seen it – and the wheels
were still spinning!!!!
Dave Pointer, Ronnie
Webb’s able (or should
that be ample?) stand in
was called upon by Captain West to announce
the winners of the ‘extra’
competitions; the 2’s pot
this week was shared by
Stevie Legg (having converted his Nearest the Pin
on the 16th), Ian Robertson and John Chessher.
The format of the Balls
in the Water Competition
changed this week to allow up to three people to
guess the same number
(or calculate in Bill Pike’s
case – but he was missing
the vital ‘Les is playing’
information this week!) so
there are no longer runners’ up prizes. The BIW’s

pot this week was shared
by Thelma Saul, Stevie
Legg and Martin Gates,
the latter garnering the
Nearest the Pin prize on
the 3rd, but perhaps, like
me, he found the greens
a little slow (although he’s
not renowned for his handling of the flat faced club)
as he failed to convert for
a share of the 2’s pot!
As is normal, Captain West
announced the prize winners:
Division 1
Winner – Brian Redfearn
with a ‘0.6 handicap reducing’ superb 39 points
off 6.9
Runner up – Malcolm
Cannon with an excellent
38 points off 12.3
Third – Alan Barwick,
also with an excellent 38
points but off the higher
handicap of 16.4
Division 2
Winner – Stevie ‘should
you be allowed to win this
many prizes?’ Legg with
an excellent 40 points off
19.9
Runner up – IPC Dan
Gibbs with another excellent knock and 38 points
off 24.4
Third – Dave Pointer off
19.1
Captain West closed by
reminding us that his Captain’s Day is on September 21st and he’s looking
forward to a good turnout
to support him on his special day.
I’m sure we’re all looking
forward to next week’s Yellow Ball competition (hope
I’m paired with someone
who understands Jim’s
rules?!) which will, once
again, be at Oliva Nova, on
Tuesday, September 7th
with the first tee time at
8:50, registration at 8:15.
Details may be found on
our website, the address
of which is www.pegogolfsociety.net. (Don’t forget
to check the play list on
Friday to make sure your
name is included if you
want to play!)

The recent hot summer conditions again
prevailed and there was enough breeze to
keep the conditions bearable. Numbers were
back to normal partly because of the return
of summer migrants and also because of
guests who continue to enjoy a day’s golf with
Levante. Course conditions were good as we
now expect at this venue, although the greens
were showing the stress of the recent long hot
spell, but over all scores were good, and 3
members beat par and take a handicap cut.
The format for the day was an individual Stableford counting towards the Player of the Year
and the Oliva Nova Eclectic Challenge, and for
a change there were no knock out matches
so everyone was playing for the prizes. In total there will be 17 competitions in the POY
series, but only the best 12 scores will count,
and the day’s competition was the 12th in the
series so far, so the results after the day may
give an early taste of things to come.
Nearest the pin on the 3rd was Ken Perkins,
and with a long put converted it to a 2; on
the 16th was Terry Collins who failed to convert his shorter put to get his birdie, but this
did not affect his final result. Together with
Ken Perkins, Martin Gates and Mike Cuerdon
shared the twos pot.
The Guests prize was won by Barry Caulfield
returning to golf after a long lay off, with 33
points playing off a 28 handicap.
The competition results in reverse order are:

2nd Division: – in 3rd place was Dave Geeson
with 35 points playing off a handicap of 26; in
2nd place was Rob Westlands with 36 points
off 27; and the winner of Division 2 was Mike
Harding with an excellent 38 points off 26.
1st Division: – in 3rd place was Terry Collins
with 35 points playing off a 21; 2nd place was
Ken Perkins with 37 points off 22; and the
winner of the Division 1 was Anne Edwards
with 38 points off 10.
Anne now seems to have a strangle hold on
the POY with a clear lead of 40 points with
5 more competitions – BUT, there are 4 players within striking distance and Anne can now
only improve on her 12 scores whereas the
chasing pack have games in hand so can in
theory catch up fast. For full details of the
race for POY look at our website at www.levantegolfsociety.com, where you will also find
current standings in the Eclectic,
The next competition will be on Friday 17th
September at the lovely El Plantio course,
and as always guests will be welcome. Anyone wanting to play at any of our events can
do so either by telephoning on 669 351 043
or by making contact via the website.
Another date for members’ diaries – Friday
3rd December, which as well as being a team
competition at Oliva Nova, will be followed by
our Annual general Meeting. Formal notices
will also be sent out in the agreed manner.

Now Open
Country Gardens is Back! Bigger and Better
See our new Hanging Basket area
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Many items at HALF PRICE
Tables and Chairs 30% reductions
Indoor Vases buy 1 get 1 free
Outdoor pots buy 2 get second half price.
Patio Heaters were 210 € Now 109 €
Solar Lighting Massive reductions
Water Features 20% off

ENGLISH SHOP

Country Coffee Shop
•

Cream Teas

•

Toasted Teacakes

•

Light Snacks

•

Come along relax and enjoy

NEW OPENING HOURS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Heinz Beans only 55c
Cheaper that UK
English Bread 1.49 €
Pataks Sauces 1.99 €
Good selection of Frozen foods
Households products
Wonderful selection of greeting
cards
Chocolates sweets and crisps

OPEN 5 DAYS A WEEK
MONDAY TO FRIDAY
10 am / 2pm
Closed Saturday & Sunday
Need inspiration for your garden try
Country Gardens Landscape
& design service.

MINI DIGGER AND
DRIVER FOR HIRE

Shop 965825754

Mobile 639590102

T

rader

Classifieds

Tel 902733633

FREE CLASSIFIEDS under 500€
MAX 25 WORDS PER ADVERTISER
Over 25 words excess charged at 15 c/pw
Email advertise@thetraderonline.es
Goods over 500€, cars motor bikes, boats trailers etc etc
Business related, property for sale or for rent 20 cents c/pw

Tel 902733622

FOR SALE

. SINGLE BED & MATTRESS - good modern
bed in excellent condition,
mattress is nearly new. It
comes with a big drawer
underneath (delivery possible for extra charge). 80€
- Double Bed & Mattress
- (2 for sale) good modern
beds in excellent condition,
mattresses nearly new. One
bed is adjustable at head
and feet (delivery possible
for extra charge). 120€ and
130€ Coffee Table - Glass
top metal framed coffee
table with shelf underneath
- good condition. 20€ Call
Sandra 961105196
6 HIGH BACK dining
chairs, ex condition 50€.
artificial firegrate wood
surround art.50€ glass top
coffee table wood and steel
legs, 10€ Tel 628763493
GOLF CLUBS Men’s full
set Misuno 90€ , Ladies full
set Lynx 90€ both sets with
driver, woods, trolley and
carry bags Tel 619344515
Ontinyent.
VARIOUS ITEMS for
sale including tvs, table
and chairs, patio set , wardrobes and more. call for details 965590131
1.9 Metre Dish plus free
view box for all English TV. 2 years old. 400
euros o.n.o. Bellus tel
962263057.
6 NEW DOORS 4 panel
internal moulded to paint
1981 x 762 x 35mm 40
euros each Tel. castello de
rugat (cv60) 647 272 212
WETSUIT (typhoon) 2
piece blue xl plus crewsaver buoyancy jacket like
new 80 euros(over 200 new
) tel. 647 272 212
COLLECTABLES
ty
beanie babies various animals (all tagged) 4 euros
each 647 272 212
G PLAN, Dinning Room
Table 160cm, Long Extends to 200cm. 105cm
Wide. 250€. Display Cabinet, G Plan, Base,3 Draws 3
Cupboards Top, Shelves, 3
Glass Doors. 250€. Phone
961648404
SOFABED sprg matt.
€180. Playstation2 Lots of
games 2 controllers €125.
Electric scooter adult/
teen, needs attention ex.
cond.€60. 639781461.
SPINNING BIKE: max
rider weight 120kg+, 23kg
flywheel, heart rate monitor, pedal toe clips, adjustable seat & handlebars,
emergency brake. Mint
condition, less than 1 year
old and hardly used. Photos
available via e-mail. Cost
400€ new, will accept 200€.
Tel Malc on 962979175.
GENERATOR, Diesel,
Silenced. Yanmar. 6.2 kw

1,500 euros. Invertor and
batteries 25000 watt, 160
amp hrs. 500 euros. no offers. Tel 649974863
TWIN LNB for a 2.4m
dish. New and unused
in box with instructions.
I bought recently for
85€ (Crystalclear satellite) Selling for 50€ Tel
965836484.
CAST IRON wood burning stove for sale.....good
condition, cylindrical, 1m
tall, hardly used. Very
efficient. No longer required. 150 euros ono. Tel.
647543635
LARGE WOODEN patio
table + 8 wooden matching chairs €300, cost over
€1000 new tel. 690656515
2 SINGLE BEDs both incl
mattresses high headboards
lovely design from Next
€100 each, can be pushed
together to make double
tel. 690656515
........................................
FRIDGE under-worktop
size 85 x 55 cms, class A,
3 yrs old, LG. 50€, tel
669545181 or 977059969
L’Ampolla
FENDER SQUIER Stratocaster electric guitar.
85€. Tel 962135869 or
664422810. Ken, Ontinyent
ROTAVATOR two stroke
engine good condition two
sets blades also wheels
225€ Tel 965 529 715 Onil
BEDROOM
FURNITURE, 2 bedside cabinets,
3 drawer chest, 7 drawer
tallboy. Green stained solid
wood, good quality. 100€.
Xativa area. jcalccam@
hotmail.com for photos.
Tel 962293133
PINE
FURNITURE
PACKAGe: dining table,4 chairs,coffee table,3 seater settee,2 chairs
blue,gold,brown,,good
condition,425€,
Tel
965496209,Aspe/La Romana
DINING TABLE 4 Chairs
90€, Kitchen table 4 chairs
75€, Blue bed settee 75€.
Folding bed 40€. 2 pine
bedside draws 25€ each.
Tel 637909080 Cocentaina
CAMERA Older 35mm
Pentax 738, with soft case,
instruction book and new
loaded film (36 exposures). 20€ no offers Tel
965836484
1.9 METRE DISH plus
free view box for all
English TV. 2 years old.
400€ o.n.o. Bellus Tel
962263057
6 PINE DINING chairs
with wicker indoors or outdoors perfect condition
hardly used 60€. Tel:
965978874 / 669615185

(Pinoso).
CARBOOT JOB lot,
T.V’s, D.V.D players, oil
filled heaters (in box), floating pool cover, juicer,many
more items, worth a call
678000832
YAMAHA ELECTONE
MC600 ORGAN. With
stool, handbook, lots of
music. 300€. OVNO.
Please note this is not a
‘Keyboard’ Tel. 962129410
/628146802 (Real de Montroi.)
SIX SPANISH style dining chairs. Leather seat &
backs. 10€ each or 50€ the
lot. Ontinyent 679800327
COMMODE 75€; Wheelchair 75€; Adjustable Overbed Table 75€; Adjustable Pillow Support 20€;
Wheeled Zimmer, (Seat &
Basket) 30€; Orthopaedic
Cushion 10€. All as new.
Tel 962928069.
30 OPAQUE GLASS
PANELS 14½ cm x 27
cm with 2½ cm beveled
clear edge. 15 opaque glass
panels 13½ cm x 27 cm
with 2½ cm beveled clear
edge. 50€ o.n.o. or 2€ each.
Phone Lliria 961648404
MOBILE AIR CONDITIONER little used 80€.
Alberic area 962 443901
or 626094052
2 SETS OF GOLF
CLUBS Ideal as holiday
sets or for beginners. Mens
full set inc. many many extras. Womens half Ram set.
150€ono. Tel; 965771959
2 SOFAS FOR SALE.
one 2 seater and one 3 seater. dark green. used but
very comfortable. 100€ Tel
663713581 or 965058168
after 5.00pm. Oliva.
........................................
FOLDING BED SINGLE
15€ Treadle Exercise machine 40€. Double Reja’s
198cm X 138wide possible double gates 50€ Single Reja 140cm X 135cm
Black 30€ Tel: 962386126
M: 690381084 Ontinyent.
“4 PIECE SUITE, ideal
for outside terrace, consisting 2 seater sofa, 2 chairs
and glass topped coffee
table. 100€. 962117853,
Lliria area”
DOUBLE PINE wardrobe/ slidind doors & two
drawers 55€, J.M.L. Steam
cleaner 40€ Tel 96284
3919
PULL OUT kitchen cupboard mechanism, suits
a 400mm wide tall unit
(2000mm tall) cost new
€120.00. ideal and modern
storeage method, €60.00
KEEP FIT TREAD MILL,
onboard computer, little
use, bargain at only €25.00.
Tel 687954437 (Montserrat)

STEEL PATIO Set Blue 6
Piece,4 chairs,glass top table 80cm diameter,parasol
180cm. Brand new still
packaged.90euro Xativa
area 962132441
COMPASS 28 Inflatable Dinghy 2.7M x 1.2M,
wooden floor, 3 persons,
with oars, transport bags
and 3Hp Evinrude outboard
& manual Will fit on roof
rack. 300€ Tel.620100269
Llira
POOL TABLE Table
As New only used twice.
cost 1000€. Would like
400.00€ Buyer collects.
Tel 962126024 MonserratTuris area.
3X ORANGE GAS bottles
8€ each or 3 for 20€ Oliva.
Computer/office
chair.
Swivel, Casters, fully adjustable. Black.35€ Oliva.
Medion 14inch stereo TV.
Black. Excellent sound
& Picture. 15€ Oliva. Tel
670834068
TAVER GAS FRIDGE
vgc 250€, Eectric Halogen hob new 200€, Electolux Inspire washing machine used once 250€ Tel
667025910 Biar area.
DUAL LNB FOR 2.4M
DISH. Unused and still in
box 50€ White metal access
gate. make me an offer. nd
progs. Tel 627180542
2
HONDA
250CC
SCOOTERS SPAZIO 70€,
Foresight 90€, for spares
not run for 3 years. clear for
150€. PEGO 693468261
INVALID
ELECTRIC
scooter for sale. Battery
operated. In good all-round
working condition. No
longer required. 500€.
Tel 977477367
.........................................
MAHOGANY GLASS
cabinet with 3glass shelves
& lighting110€, Double
pine
wardrobe,sliding
doors & 2 drawers 85€, 2
wrought iron chairs-soft &
table 105€. Tel 962843919
4 SEATER CORNEr
unit settee with pooffe
modern style can be used
separate excelent condition 200 euros Castilla, Tel
655133131
BRAND NEW swimming
pool180€, Satalate dish 1.9,
200€, 2 adult bikes 80€
2electric heaters 80€. Tel
962134823
GENTS ROAD cycle 16
speed index gears new
spare tyre pump water bottle helmet choice of pedals
tripmetre vgc €120.00 mobile 615320405
LASER 4.2M sailing
boat. Needs tiller and the
odd bits. Boat is fine. “No
Trailer.” Bargain at 375€.
Tel 965977015
ROLLS SOLAR Batter-

ies x 4 Ser4000 S530 6v.
2 years old. Guarantee in
force. €250 each. Sold together. Tel.689170226.
LARGE
DESIGNER
Curved Glass Shower
Screen, white curved tray,
end panel, shelves, wooden
duck board, never installed,
cost £250. €175 ono. Tel
689170226
2 PINE UK single beds
and Pine Master fully
sprung mattresses hardly
used with duvets and
bedlinen as new. €100.
Tel: 965978874/6696151
85 (Pinoso).
.........................................
HEAVY ROTORVATOR
GWO 175€, Generator 4kv
vgc 250€, Petrol waterpump water filter system.
vgc 150€, 2 SCOOTERS
good cond 1 aprilia 1 peugeot 350€, Tel 608818477.
SKY DIGIBOX, Pace
DS430N, 70€, 1 metre
dish 25€. DVD player 20€.
Electric stove 55€. Tel
962831578 Piles.
3 SECTION ALUMINIUM ladder 3.6m extends to
9m new price over 400€
good condition 150€, Tel
693468261.
THREE INTERNAL light
wood doors. 72 x 203cm,
72 x 201cm (half glazed),
72 x 185cm, including
furniture. 30€ each. Tel:
687628854.
A PAIR OF LEFT HAND
Drive (dip to right) headlamps for a Landrover Discovery 1994-98. 100€. Tel
696227339
TRAILER, As New, German, STEMA GmbH, Galvanised, Suspension, Jockey, Frame, Cover, Mounted
spare wheel (€950 in 2009)
John (Xativa) 634157206
BLACK LEATHER 3
SEAT sofa 100€, Karcher
pressure washer 30€, 2
brown leatherette bean
chairs 40€ Tel 696141493
Albaida
ROLLS SOLAR Batteries x 4 Ser4000 S530 6v.
2 years old. Guarantee in
force. €250 each. Sold together. Tel.689170226.
ELECTRIC OVEN 25€,
electric extractor hood
10€, Blue metal bunk beds,
no mattresses 25€. Tel962200151 or 676041413
L’Olleria
ESTUFA: modern look,
solid cast iron, large single pane glass door 59cm
x 38cm. used for only one
winter, good condition. Total dimensions - 68cmH x
55cmD x 69cmW. Buyer
collects. Tel-962200151 or
676041413 L’Olleria.
SWIMMING POOL intex 7.50x 3.60x1.20 complete with pump & filter

also insulation boards.
400 ono can deliver Tel
664715624.
SAFETY OUTFIT, as
new. Suit, L. Hard Hat, Ear
defenders, Safety Gloves
and steel toe cap boots,
Low Price, 100 euros. Tel.
962214144. Nr. Xativa.
GAS RANGE COOKER
5 RING & OVEN. WHITE
V.G.C.
€80:00
TEL
962127696 / 626999666
COMPLETE KARAOKE
equipment. Includes TV
Screen, Speakers, Lights
and approx 50 discs. 400
Euros o.n.o Tel 977493661
or 690029053
DOUBLE WARDROBE
light cane with mirrored
doors & 2 drawers. 40€,
Kitchen
table
70cm
chrome & teak with 2
matching chairs. 40€, Ontinyent 960707653
TWO SW350 WIND turbines 24v together will
make 48v 450€each
merlom 100 ltr electric
water boiler 50€, near muro
de alcoy Tel 619813343
//////////////////////////////////////
SKY SATELLITE system
1.9 dish with twin lnb. 25
meters cable. Sky box. Can
be seen working. Delivery
possible at cost. Xativa.
450€ Tel 637257333
OVAL COFFEE TABLE (glass top) 15€, Slow
cooker 18€, Pine flr corner cupboard 15€. Electric oil rads 22€, Lumbar
chair (cost 1800) 350€. Tel
667757843 sax
R/C TRAINER PLANE,
5 foot wingspan, futaba
radio, 2 engines, 12 volt
power panel, everything to
get you going, 250€ Tel.
696254795
WAECO 60ltr gas,mains
or 12 volt fridge 250€. Sony
vaio fz21z laptop with blu
ray 450 euros, boxed as
new.Tel 666273321
2 x BEDSIDE
cabinets chest drawers+tall
drawers115€,
computer
desk+chair 70€, 2x wooden sun loungers + cushions
95€. Tel 657204760 sax
CHROME POOL ladders,
steps. Excellent condition.
60€. Tel 618467961 xativa
SKI JACKET mens size m
wed’ze black. Ski trousers
boys grey wed’ze 14yrs
20€ each or 35€ for both
excellent condition. Tel
664482327
SONY TV VHS combo,
20” silver, remote 70€
and playsonic tv 20” silver, remote. 50€. Will sell
both for 100€. Microphone
shure 58. 50€. Tel. 628 43
53 39 oliva
25 words for Free
Private goods for sale
under 500 euros ONLY

pets
FIBI AND BONI - two
female cats - both spayed
- urgently seeking a new
home together. They are 2
and 3 years old. Unfortunately the owner needs to
return to the UK to care for
an ageing parent. If you can
help please telephone:
962813023 or mobile
628751166
HOME wanted for two
18months female cats
both been spayed and have
friendly quiet nature tel
666 998805
SMALL cross 4 1/2 years
old, also very good with
other dogs, good natured,
chipped and has passport.
They can be seperated Contact Karen 687 619 363
FREE PETS
CLASSIFIEDS
If you are looking for a
home for an animal and
are not charging then the
advert is free. Email advertise@thetraderonline.es

PERSONAL
MALE 55 seeks older
lady for no strings fun and
friendship inland alicante
608769740
DIVORCED MALE W.T
.M lady about 50 to 60
years old for friendship
,diner,holidays etc. Tel
699836237
Are there any ASTROLOGY Groups Ontinyent/
Xativa? If not, Do you have
knowledge? Would enjoy
meeting monthly? Discuss
a chart? carola.robbins@
yahoo.co.uk
ATTENTION
ALL
BOOKWORKS1
Enjoy a good read? we
would like to start a reading
group in the Ontinyent/Albaida area, probably meeting once a month. Anyone
interested, please contact:
Jenny 962386126 or Ann
619433515
Free Classifieds can now
be placed on the Trader
website. It works the same
as the newspaper. Personal
non business adverts under
500 euros are free to place
on the web, but BETTER
still, you get more words
and the option to place 2
photos. Max 5 adverts per
person. Plus you can put
them up any time, no need
to wait a month. If you wish
them to appear in print you
still need to email them to
us as well.
PAID FOR CLASSIFIEDS
Business, Cars, Property
Can also be placed on the
web once they have been
booked to appear in the paper at the usual cost of 20
cents per word.
www.thetraderonline.es

T

Mercedes ML 55 AMG 4X4
luxury model. 2003 Spanish Reg,
125K, Metalic Green, Full equip
with leather, climate, Sat Nav
computer, 6 X CD, telephone etc
etc. Worth 25k but accept 17,000
euro’s for quick sale or Pos PX.
More details
Tel : 659835036 (Xativa)

SHAKESPEAR 16ft
SPEEDBOAT

115hp suzuki engine
electric start,tilt and trim
comes complete with
trailer,waterskis and doughnut both with towing ropes
and 5 life jackets
2600 euro
Tel 962132441

Ref AUG
CHEAP 4x4, Tata Safari ex. 2 lt. turbo
diesel lhd year 2000 itv 06/2011 3000 euros tel. 647272212 ref Oct
................................................................
OPEL ASTRA yr 97 full i.t.v. 1100€
SEAT IBIZA TDI yr 02 full i.t.v. 3995€
PEUGEOT 205 yr 94 full i.t.v. 900€
FIAT PUNTO yr 2002 full i.t.v. 1995€
CHRYSLER NEON yr 2002 full i.t.v.
1700€. NISSAN TERRANO TD yr 95
full i.t.v. 2995€. CITROEN XSARA yr
01 full i.t.v. 1800€. Cheap cars taxed and
tested full i.t.v.’s and name changes carried out, call 692790377
...............................................................
ROVER 45 W reg English registered, Serviced May 11 months Mot,
65,000 miles. vgc, 1800 euros. Tel Janet
676151318. Muro. Ref 187 July
...............................................................
KUBOTA KX41-2 mini digger. Rubber
tracks, three digging buckets, rops, canopy, 1.5ton. Mechanically sound ready to
work. 4950 euros.
Phone 962201653. 609325851. Ref Jul
199
................................................................
CLASSIC MERCEDES 500 sec coupe.
Oliver body work, red leather & Wood
Trim. RHD. 1988, auto, apreciating classic 3750 €. Tel 627156881/ 962132668
Ref July
CLASSIC CONVERTABLE WW BEETLE. New Hood, 1973, special alloys in
red, everyone stares, perfect mechanics,
needs a good polish, garaged last 4 years
4000 € Tel 627156881/ 962132668 ref
210july
4X4 TOYOTA RAV 4, 3 doors Swb,
Rhd, Beautiful condition, low milage, 2
lady owners, blue body work, twin sunroofs, alloy wheels, v reliable, auto, 2995
€ Tel 627156881/ 962132668 ref 201
july
................................................................

ADVERTISE
YOUR CAR
CARAVAN
BOAT , BIKE
FOR

FREE
WITH PHOTOS
FOR ONE MONTH
AT
www.thewarehousespain.com

Ref July

Caravans
PEUGEOT CAMPER van (Diesel)
Sleeps 4, comfortable 2 adults 2 children,
(but has slept 4 adults) Regularly serviced
and full ITV. Fully fitted with fridge, water heater, gas fire, oven and hob. Seperate
cubicle for shower and chemical toilet.
Fitted wardrobe + Cupboards and drawers. Outlet for electrical hook-up Fitted
bike rake (3 positions) 2,000 euro ONO
Tel 962135083. Mob 679312712 or
689457014

Household non business releated
classifieds are free
up to 25 words and upto 500 euros
per advertiser per issue.
If you wish to advertise more there
is a surcharge of 15 cents per word.

PROPERTY
LINAGE
FOR SALE
FOR RENT

20 cents per word
Email

classifieds@thetraderonline.es

Tel 902733622

LOW
COST
Storage

SHORT &
LONG TERM rates
Tel 634153664

STAMPS WANTED

Hi I am fourteen and have just
started stamp collecting
so if you have any stamps
from any where in any condition would you consider sending them to me please.
I don’t have any money but i
can pay for the postage to me.
Please call Lizzie on
672883797

rader

PROPERTY

ALCOSSEBRE 5 Bedroom
Swimming pool, Garage. 4
Double Bedrooms, 1 Single.
150m2 Build 7000m2 Plot.
Bright spacious property with
good size kitchen. Solar Power
* no electricity bills.Set in a
beautiful secluded and private
area, I hr North of Valencia
City 159.000€ Tel Mandy
698201986
mad_mandy_
666@hotmail.com Ref sps
..............................................
ALBORACHE
€194,000
*Large Town House with 2
self contained Apartments * 5
beds* 2 Bathrooms* 2 Kitchens* Patio* €700/m rental potential* Tel 691235211
...............................................
BELLA VISTA, 3 bed villa
with pool. Needs TLC. but
great bargain. 176,000 euros.
Tel 962856034 /962853510
ref tscah
.............................................
BUGARRA, new build, 3 double beds, 1 bath,kitchen,lounge.
110m2living sp, 2500m2 plot.
Beautiful views, ready to move
in. Mains water, genny electricity. 99,000eur(Ref 3968 )
.............................................
NR CASINOS Casinos: Idyllic country- house, 3 years old,
marvellous panoramic mountain and sea views, new pool,
living space abt 135 sqm, 3
bedrooms, lounge with open
fire & dining area, large living
room, attico-style, fitted kitchen, 3 sun terraces, garden, plot
1700 sqm without any visible
limitations to the surrounding
nature; new solar-generator,
connection for solar panels,
2 big water deposits . Price
110.000 Euros.
Tel: 960615246 Ref Aug
.............................................
COTTAGE for sale in the
lovely area of Casinos. 2/3bed,
1 bath, kitchen, lounge. 95m2
living space, Mains water &
electric. 85,000eur.(Ref 3718)
Tel 962728066
.............................................
CATALUNYA. Semi -Detached Bungalow. Two Bedrooms, Swimming Pool, Attractive Garden. 400 sqm Plot.
160,000 euros/ Tel owner
Alan
Richardson
(0034)
977270968 or 627008302
Ref Mar11
.............................................
OLD DOMENO,great location, casita of 1 bed, 1 bath,
kitchen with fantastic views.
Mains water, electric can be
connected. 40m2 built, 500m2
plot. 29,000eur (Ref 3948) Tel
962728066
.............................................
BUSINESS for sale. First
class supermarket and internet
cafe. Ideal for a couple to run.
For sale due to owners retirement. To include all stock.
60,000 euros. Tel 962856034
/962853510 ref tscah

www.currenciesdirect.com

GROUND floor 3 bed. apartment with private courtyard.
Furnished.
79,000
euros
Tel 962856034 /962853510
ref tscah
.............................................
OLIVA4th floor apartment,
no lift, large with 4 beds.
69,000 euros. Tel 962856034
/962853510 ..........ref tscah
.............................................
MONTE PEGO, Spectacular
views, reformed apartment,
95,000 euros. Tel 962856034
/962853510
ref tscah
.............................................
OLIVA BEECH, 2 bed.
ground floor apartment with
parking. 91,000 euors Tel
962856034
/962853510
ref tscah
..............................................
LA FONT, 3 bed apt.,
good condition with private
30m2 terrace. 79,000 €. Tel
962856034 /962853510 .........
ref tscah
..............................................
OLIVA, massive reduction,
beautifully reformed 3 bed
t/house in very good area,
lovely terrace 110,000 € Tel
962856034
/962853510.ref
tscah
...............................................
NEAR OLIVA town hall,
150m2 4bed t/house, 2 terraces, sat system, good condition.
116,000 €. Tel 962856034
/962853510 .............ref tscah
.............................................
ONTINYENT
TOWN
HOUSE, 280 m square partly
reformed, mortgage availble
to transfer 130,000 euros. Tel
618329511
..............................................
ONTINYENT . Casa Sirrah,
10,000m2 plot. Landscaped
gardens, filtered pool. On two
levels, 6 bedroom 2 Bathroom,
2 kitchens 2x lounge valued at 475,000 –asking Price
320,000€ must be seen Tel
618329511
..............................................
RAFOL DE SALEM, stunning 3bed t/house, terrace
leading from master bed, with
fabulous views of mountains.
Tel 962856034 /962853510
ref tscah
...............................................
FANTASTIC
BARGAIN,
Oliva Nova Golf, I bed
luxury apt. on this exclusive
development,good
rental income, 136,000€ Tel
962856034 /962853510 ....ref
tscah
...............................................
PEDRABLA house to be finished, mains water and mains
electric, 1km into the town,
lovely views, good access.
2/3 beds, bath, lounge, opened
kitchen. All materials included
in the price. Very good value.
80,000eur(Ref 4046) Tel
962728066
...............................................

Want to save Money?
on your transfers See page 2

BARGAIN VILLA, due to
personal reasons this 2 bed
beautiful villa at Les Fois is
offered for very low price
of 139,000 € negotiable. Tel
962856034 /962853510 ref
tscah
..............................................
XATIVA – Stone Built
Farmhouse 3 Beds 2 baths
Completely reformed. CH .
AC . All mains . ADSL. Bar .
Pool.Hot Spa. Feature gardens
289.000€ - 962282370
...............................................
VILLA to be finished in Villar del Arzobsipo, two floors,
7 beds, 2 baths. 3000m2plot,
260m2built. Deposit water,
electric has to be solar &/or
genny. 79,000eur.(Ref 3747)
Tel 962728066
.............................................
BEAUTIFUL 5 bedroomed
villa in Villar del Arzobispo,
recently reformed, spacious
lounge, kitchen with diner, one
bath, 5 double beds. Terraces,
pool. Mains utilities. Great
value. 135m2 living space,
1100m2 plot. 129,000eur.(Ref
4048) Tel 962728066
..............................................
PROPERTY with potential in Villar del Arzobsipo,
mains water and electric can
be connected. Two building
on one plot & pool. 3000m2
plot, 150m2+50m2 built.
40,000eur.(Ref 3662)
.............................................
VILLARdel
Arzobispo,
4 double bed, big lounge,
kitchen, 1 bath, mains water,
solar+genny electric. Ready to
move in. 800m2 plot, 100m2
living sp. 99,950eur (Ref
3892) Tel 962728066
.............................................
VILLAR del Arzobispo, 3
double beds, poss to extend
it, 1 bath, kitchen, lounge.
Mains water, mains electric.
Outbuildings. Very good access, 5 min into the village.
110m2 living sp, 4000m2 plot.
120,000eur(Ref 4018) Tel
962728066
..............................................
OWN HOUSE VALL DE
GALLINERA 35 mins from
Oliva Beach The centrally
heated accomodation comprises of a large groundfloor
room which has potential for
more rooms and/or storeplace.
2 double bedrooms one with
annexe sitting room. Fully
fitted Kitchen, Living Room,
Breakfast Balcony and Terrace. Price 99.000 euros or
Property Exchange considered
in the chesterfield or Alfreton
area (Derbyshire)For more
details and photos go to www.
thespanishpropertyshop.com
to view Or contact the owner
direct Tel Mrs Scutt on 96
6406505 ...................REF.sps
.............................................
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Tel 902733633

BUILDINGPLOT for sale
in a residential area in Camp
Lliria. The last one available.
Mains water connected, possible to connect mains electric. Ideal for wooden chalets.
4,600m2. 20,000eur(Ref 3505)
Tel 962728066
..............................................

RENTAL

DETACHED 6 BED VILLA
Bisquert Xativa Valencia. Ideal safe location. Pool , Garage
, Entertainment area , tennis
court. Clean and tidy throughout. Monthly Rental at only
600€ per month plus utilities.
Tel ; 634153664
............................................
MURO D ALCOY
3 bed villa with seperate accomadation, Court yard swimming pool etc. 450 euros per
month. Tel 651420067
.............................................
ONTINYENT Long term
rental villa. 4 bedrooms.
Swimming pool available
Long term only from September 650 euros per month Tel
618329511
..............................................
XATIVA Farmhouse 3 bedroom Long Term rent. From
September. Swimming pool
spacious. 750 euros per month
Tel 618329511
...............................................
Property adverts
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Email us today
advertise@thetraderonline.com
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BT SERVICES AVAILABLE THROUGHOUT SPAIN

BT means BUSINESS
Running a business usually means you are receiving the
standard residential telephone services, whilst being
charged Business rates to ensure prompt attention when
there is a technical problem. BT understands the
importance of your Business Telecommunications,
especially when it comes to performance and price.
Which is why BT offers 3 excellent packages for small
to medium businesses, plus bespoke services for larger
companies to ensure the product is specific to your
business needs. In addition If you would like to improve
your Telecommunications and reduce costs contact us
today with details of your requirements.

Tel 902733633 ask for the Business department.
Bespoke Services for those who mean business
BT Provide Technical Support in English

Office 2

Office 1
VPN
ADSL
INTERNENT

RTC / RDSI
Back Up
Network

4 Telephones on plan 24
6 Computers Internent connection
2 RTC/RDSI Plans

Aimed at businesses with one or more offices, or home and office
in a single bill, need to have a fixed cost and control of their
communications, both telephone and Internet .
eOficina is a service package that includes three types of
components to complete your business communications

www.authoriseddealerspain.com

Up to 6mb broadband +
400 minutes FREE calls to the UK & Europe

Line rental included!

ELEE
FWR
IRE SS
ROUTER

€
Worth 79.00

FREE 1000 mins to call your friends
on Spanish Landlines +
FREE Technical support in English
FREE Online Billing
FREE Voicemail
FREE Caller ID
FREE Caller call waiting
FREE Transfer of your existing number
FREE Panda Antivirus
Transfer your Line rental to BT today
and say Adios to Telefonica. Hello to BT

Only

56,87€
PER MONTH

+
10€ off
Plus I.V.A

Every Month
for the 1st 6 months

English speaking technical department. Answer phone in English. No Hidden Extras
BT Mobile internet and Telephone Services available start saving NOW!

Now you have a choice with BT in Spain

Tel 902733633

www.authoriseddealerspain.com

